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Introduction
Welcome to the Interpretation of Big Band Swing Drumming: A Workbook by Danny
Gottlieb and Harold Jones. Included in this book are 76 “in the style of” drum parts
based on Harold’s performances and recordings with the Count Basie Orchestra.
Comments, analysis and study suggestions are included with each part. These charts
and notes provide much needed material for the study and mastery of the “Swing Big
Band” style. Listening, analysis and practice will give you the guidelines from Harold
Jones — one of the world’s greatest and most musical drummers — for feel, tempo,
dynamics, interpretation, and sight reading!
The big band music of Count Basie, who led an Orchestra from 1936 until his passing
in 1984, is considered by many to be some of the most important in jazz history. The
arrangements played by the Basie Band are a swing benchmark, and are still widely
performed by school and professional ensembles today. Harold was a member of the
Basie band from 1968 until 1972, and through his historic recordings with the band,
created a drumming legacy that will forever be considered some of the greatest big
band drumming.
The audio recordings and videos referenced in this book that feature Harold with the
Basie band can be found through You Tube, streaming servers, or for purchase on the
internet. Here is a volume of work, that if studied and mastered, will provide you with all
of the tools and information needed to understand and execute a musical interpretation
of big band swing drumming. We wish you all the best of luck!
— Danny Gottlieb and Harold Jones
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About Harold Jones
Harold Jones was born in Richmond, Indiana in 1940. He has performed and recorded with some of the greatest musicians
in the world including Count Basie, Sarah Vaughan, Natalie Cole, Ella Fitzgerald, Nancy Wilson, Carmen McRae, Oscar
Peterson, Herbie Hancock, Sammy Davis Jr., and many more. He is currently on tour with Tony Bennett and recently won a
Grammy for Mr. Bennett’s 90th-birthday live recording.

About Danny Gottlieb
Danny Gottlieb was born in New York City in 1953. He has performed and recorded with some of the greatest musicians
in the world including Pat Metheny, Gary Burton, John McLaughlin, Gil Evans, Bobby McFerrin, Stan Getz, The Manhattan
Transfer, Herbie Hancock, and many more. He and his wife Beth are members of actor/bassist/philanthropist Gary Sinise’s Lt.
Dan Band, performing fund raising concerts around the world for military charities through the Gary Sinise Foundation. Danny
is also a professor of jazz studies at the University of North Florida in Jacksonville.

Above: Danny Gottlieb and Harold Jones with his legendary mini cup ride cymbal.
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Dedication
I would like to dedicate this book to my amazing wife Denise, my entire family, and the wonderful musicians that I have had
the pleasure of performing with throughout my career.
— Harold Jones

I dedicate this labor of love in memory of our incredible music teacher and mentor, big band saxophonist S. Mortimer Geist,
who ﬁrst exposed us to jazz during detention (Burnet Jr. High School, Union, New Jersey, 1968), allowed me to switch from
cello to the drums, and whose ﬁrst words of advice were: “Listen to Basie Straight Ahead.” I would also like to dedicate this
to my amazing wife Beth, and my wonderful mom, Helen Gottlieb. They have both put up with me talking about and working
on this book for many years! I thank them both for their love and support!
— Danny Gottlieb

Above: left to right: Denise and Harold Jones. (Photo: David Russ)
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Above: left to right: S. Mortimer Geist and Danny Gottlieb.
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From Marla Kleman
“I ﬁrst met Harold when he was touring the world with vocalist Sarah Vaughan back in the early 1980s. As a youngster, I was
assigned driving duties at a venue in Hackensack, NJ. In return, I was allowed to “hang” with the musicians and stay for all
shows. One of the ﬁrst things Harold said to me was, “I’m going to make sure Sarah KNOWS you.” He did and I am thankful for
the many friendships, including with Sarah Vaughan, which I’ve made over the years —all due to Harold’s generosity of spirit.
As someone who listened to jazz just about every waking hour, I was more than familiar with Harold’s history and especially
his time spent “swinging the Basie band into bad health.” Just listen to Harold drive Basie’s band on High Voltage and
Straight Ahead (these two recordings should be in every jazz fan’s collection). Harold is right up there with the drumming
greats he admires — the guys who knew how to kick and cajole a big band including Papa Jo Jones, Sonny Payne, and
Buddy Rich. Harold Jones is a big band chart’s BEST friend.
Harold Jones’s impact as a big band drummer AND as a sensitive accompanist to many of our most revered vocalists
cannot be emphasized enough. He is one of our greats and I am honored to call him a friend.”
— Marla Kleman

Above: left to right: Freddie Gruber, Marla Kleman, and Harold Jones.
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Danny’s Notes
One of the ﬁrst Big Band recordings I ever heard was Basie, Straight Ahead, which featured Harold Jones on drums.
Recorded in 1968, my junior and senior high school jazz band director, Morty Geist, insisted we all listen to and study this
recording, which he had on reel-to-reel tape! We also played many of these arrangements in the Union High School Big Band.
During the summer of 1969 (when I was 16), I went on vacation to Atlantic City with my parents. On a beautiful Sunday
afternoon, I wandered off by myself and walked down the famous Steel Pier. Incredibly, the Basie band was in a ballroom
doing a matinee performance. I had just started playing the drums, and Harold, somehow, saw me staring at him. He made
a drumming motion at me with his hands, and I nodded yes, and he waved me over to the drums, and he SAT ME IN THE
BASIE BAND! I sat right next to him for two sets — and it changed my life. I (along with many others) became a Harold Jones
devotee, and I followed him as much as I could. He brought me in to hear the Basie band in Miami (when I was a student at
the University of Miami), and I later played opposite him when he was touring in Brazil with Sarah Vaughan.
I have wanted to do this project with Harold for so long, and I am honored that he is sharing his musical thoughts and
concepts with us. I hope you will study this music and enjoy it, and that this analysis will help in providing some new ideas for
your own musical development. Thank you, Harold, for the inspiration and music!
As there are no recordings included in this book, again, the idea is to access these tracks through a streaming server, Apple
Music, You Tube, or purchase the recordings directly. You can then play along and study the material using the in the style
of drum parts. However, please note that you may ﬁnd variations in the arrangements, tempos and orchestrations. Harold
occasionally played different versions of the same songs, and as often happens with a touring band, edits and revisions
of material can be done to ﬁt a particular soloist or performance venue. But, these basic charts are written in the style of
those played by Harold on these recordings. You will also ﬁnd variations in the way Harold played the same chart on different
recordings. My incredible wife, Beth, toured with Harold in the rhythm section for Natalie Cole, and Beth noticed that Harold
played different ﬁlls and ﬁgures on different performances. When she asked Harold why, he exclaimed, “I always play it
differently each night.”
STUDY SUGGESTIONS
• Find and listen repeatedly to the recording of each song. I normally suggest a minimum of 20 listens to each
selection. Listen to the drums, the band, Harold’s phrasing of the ﬁgures, the ﬁlls, the comping with the soloist, the
hi-hat, the bass drum, and the ride cymbal.
• Play each selection repeatedly and try to memorize the chart, phrasing, ﬁlls and ﬁgures. Try to sing the band phrases
as though you are a horn player. (Listen to Sarah Vaughan’s vocal scats where she sings band phrases).
• Enjoy these great drum parts and Harold’s incredible interpretation of this classic, timeless music!
• Try rewriting the band parts on a separate chart without the drum parts and play your own inspired interpretation.
MUSIC COMPOSITE
• The drum charts in this book are notated with a band composite above the top line, and the essence of Harold’s ﬁlls
and comping in typical drum set notation.
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Harold’s Notes, Concepts and Ideas
SETTING UP THE DRUMS CORRECTLY
It’s very important that drummers know how to set up their drums. When I have a student locally, before I have them come to
my home or to a studio, I want to go to their home and see how they honestly play and set up their drums, because kids set
up their drums at bad angles. I have seen them set up, and they couldn’t reach their tom tom on the bass drum. I mention to
a young drummer, that when a piano player sits down at a keyboard, those keys are in exactly the same place every time the
player sits down. Now the drums should be exactly the same way, and it should be that way from the time you start until you
get to my age! And that way, you don’t have to look when you are going to go hit. And then you start to hear your drum set as
one instrument. You just don’t overbear that bass drum, or you don’t overbear that backbeat, or something like that. Because
a lot of kids don’t think of the drum set as one whole instrument. They think of it as individual pieces.

As far as the snare drum, I started with Basie with a Gretsch snare drum. And then eventually, during the process of playing
around and playing around, Rogers came out with that great Dynasonic snare drum, boy, with that ﬂoating drum head. It
was a hot thing, so I had to have that with my Gretsch set. And when Basie went to Europe one time, we were in Paris, and
wouldn’t you know, Kenny Clarke came by to see Basie. And he brought his man, who helped him with his drums, more of a
drum tech guy who also made drums. Kenny heard the snare drum, and the man that made drums saw it and heard it, and
he said “Hey, we’ve got to have THAT!” And I said, “well, sure, but I’ve got to keep playing!” And the guy came up, and gave
me an original all metal snare drum that HE had made, that wasn’t even in production, and it was not sold commercially. And
they traded me that drum, and something else that I can’t even remember, in exchange for the Rogers drum, because they
wanted THAT drum. And, I had to do it — It was KENNY CLARKE! And you know, as it turned out, I LOVED the snare they
gave me. It was metal, no name on it, and I used that snare through the next couple of drum sets. And I think his secret was,
that instead of a straight down hoop, he had a little ridge to reinforce the design at the top, and one at the bottom. When you
tightened the heads, that shell didn’t give at all — it sounded great!
But thinking back to the early days, the Rogers is the snare drum on the Basie Straight Ahead recording. The French drum
came later.

DRUM SET AND CYMBALS
The ﬁrst drum set I played with Basie, I brought from home. It was Gretsch. The reason I had the set was because I came
there from out of Chicago, and the Gretsch company was right around the corner from the American Conservatory of Music.
And I knew the guys there. I think their names were Duke Kramer, I think he was vice-president, and Phil Grant, and he
might have been president. I think it was Papa Jo who came down to hear me with the band, and the ﬁrst thing he said to
me was “let me see your undershirt.” I was wearing some kind of red nylon undershirt, and Papa Jo said, “you can’t afford
to be pretty!” And his advice was to wear a cotton undershirt, because it would absorb sweat, and it those days the ink in
certain shirts, when you would sweat a lot, would leak out into your skin and your pores! And the second thing he told me
was that I needed a bigger bass drum. I think I had a 20” bass drum, and it was tuned more like a be-bop jazz drummer. So,
on his advice, I went into a 22” bass drum. I don’t remember exactly how I got that drum, but I think they sent it to me when
I was in Boston, Mass. Man, I was playing up there at one of these places. I think I have a poster of it, down in my basement
somewhere. It was a concert where Tony Bennett was with Count Basie. And Armand Zildjian came out with Lenny DiMuzio.
And we had a get together, and they heard me play and whatnot, and that’s when Lenny came up to me and gave me some
of his advice. All of my cymbals were radically tilted, like a be-bop drummer, and Lenny said, “no man, you’ve got to put
those things ﬂatter, so you can get the true ring, and you get more volume and it will help you speak better”. To be honest,
I didn’t really have the proper cymbals FOR a big band. After hearing me, Lenny said “just come on down to the Zildjian
factory, and we’ll set you up!” So I was fortunate to have good help in the beginning, from the real guys themselves. That is
when I picked up the ﬁrst mini cup 20” ride cymbal. It was Lennie’s idea, and I loved that sound. It was like a ﬂat cymbal, but
with a little bell that I could use for some of the latin songs. I think I also picked up an 18” mini cup and a regular 18” crash
with a bigger bell. And then after a while, I decided that it would be great if I had two 18” mini cups, so I could ride on either
side. And I had 3 rivets in the 20” mini cup, and eventually, maybe later with Ella, I added 3 rivets to the 18” mini cup as well.
And I still have the bass drum head from that 22” bass drum. And because everyone in those days had their name on the
head, I had Gretsch, Harold Jones, and a BIG Count Basie. I kept that head and then, eventually, during a trip down to LA, I
got a new set from the professional drum shop run by Bob Yeager. He had an idea to make a new head, which I think said
Harold J. Jones. But I liked the original, and I eventually gave the new one back to them, and I think they put it up on the wall
in the shop!
And with that 22” bass drum, I was using a wooden beater with no mufﬂers in that drum at all. I used a Dr. Scholl’s moleskin
patch, where the ball would hit, but no felt strips. And I don’t remember tuning one head tighter than the other. I just had
the batter side with a little give, so it felt good. Back then, we’d put the head on, turn the lugs by hand, one side opposite
the other, and just by feel we would try to get the same relative tightness. And from what I remember, I pretty much kept the
same set of heads for an entire tour. I didn’t really go through that many heads.
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I use a 22” Zildjian Swish Knocker China Boy, and Mel Lewis had the complete inﬂuence on that. I didn’t have one, and I
would often go to the Vanguard on Monday night and catch him. He’d go down on that China Boy and get that low burn going
behind a soloist, or a tutti section. It sounded so good behind a tutti section where everyone was playing together. And that is
where I got that from. I then got a 22” from Zildjian, with 20 rivets as used by Mel. It is the only size I’ve ever played.
SEAT HEIGHT
I sit high. I actually discovered how high I was sitting way back, when I was playing house drums and we were working
opposite Miles Davis’ group at the Sutherland Lounge in Chicago. Philly Joe Jones was still playing with him, and he sat
high as well and I noticed it because I had to play using the same seat. Their rhythm section was Philly Joe, Paul Chambers
and Wynton Kelly. We had a little intermission band that they would have play, and it was Herbie Hancock on piano, the bass
player was Reggie Willis, and myself, and we had a couple of horn players. One of them was Bill Fiedler, who became the
head of a music department in NYC. Anyhow, I started sitting high back then, and it helped me get up on my toe when I
played the hi-hat. If you are sitting low, your foot has to be at a really drastic angle to get up on that toe, so I was sitting up
a little higher, and I know that I sit higher than guys that are taller than me. And I sit on the edge of the seat. When I would
see Buddy Rich, he would get almost a roll on that bass drum on his toe, so I wanted to try to be able to do that as well. And I
think I just started sitting higher way back then.
SNARE DRUM POSITION
As a rule, I learned to play it angled like the old marching snare drummers, and with that traditional grip, my hand would be
right there in position, parallel to the drum. And then, after not being in music school for a while, it started to get ﬂat. And
then, I started to get it to where it’s almost slanted up, and then that small tom is coming right down. So I’ve kind of gotten
into that. It was just so I didn’t hit the rim of the tom tom and loose the stick! And the position of the drum is that the snare is
usually below my belt.
BASS DRUM FOOT POSITION
I normally play with my heal down, unless I have to hit it hard, and then I go up on the toe and step on it! Years ago, I used
the Gretsch ﬂoating action bass drum pedal, but now I use DW and I love them!
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HI-HAT POSITION AND ADJUSTMENTS

THE MINI CUP RIDE

I keep that hi-hat down low, near the snare drum. I like to have it very close to the snare drum, with just enough space to get
a stick or brush between them, if I need to do that. But I keep it pretty close. And during a set, I do make some adjustments
using the tilter on the hi-hat. When I am playing a ballad, or something soft, especially behind a singer, I turn that screw and
almost ﬂatten the hi-hat, so that the sound is softer, and not as much chick. And if it’s a something louder, I’ll go for more
chick. I actually adjust that during the show, up and down, depending on how loud the song is going to be! And before there
was a screw there, in the old days, when I was a Marlboro smoker, I would tear a matchbook in half, and put it in there to
angle the hi-hat. I don’t remember from which drummer I learned that, but it was a tradition! But in those days, once you set
it up, you couldn’t vary it. Once you got a good chick sound, that was it. And it was really a subtle thing, a little more chick
or a little less chick, and I don’t go too overboard with it, because when you do have to play a jazz ride rhythm on the hihat, if the tilt is TOO radical it makes it hard to play. But it was — and still is —a musical device I use. My ﬁrst hi-hat was a
Walburg, and after that I found that I really liked the Sonor with direct pull. But now I use the DW 9000, and I love that pedal!

I had heard a ﬂat ride cymbal and when I went to Zildjian I asked if they had one. Lenny DiMuzio said he had something else
he wanted me to try and it was the mini cup ride. It was very close to a ﬂat ride, but had that small bell. And that way, on the
latin songs, I could play a little bell with a ring to it. I’ll tell you though, I’ve been on shows where I have to play the house
drums, and the kit would have a big bell cymbal, and I’d go up on it for a latin song, and it sure sounded good! So I do miss a
bigger bell for some things, but that mini cup was perfect for me as a ride cymbal and it became my sound.

STICK GRIP — TRADITIONAL VS. MATCHED GRIP
I play mostly traditional grip. I have gone too far in traditional grip for me to fully change to matched. But I do realize that I
have been playing the matched grip in some way, all along! I use it, for example, when I play a big ﬂoor tom tom roll, and it
comes from all my timpani training and mallet playing. I’ve been playing it all along, but when I play my little buzzes on that
snare drum, I am back to my traditional grip.
PRACTICE PAD
I have one at home, but I don’t take it on the road. I used to take it, but like everything else, you are always constantly
downsizing. These days, I’ll just use a hard cover magazine, or even just practice right on the bed. But sometimes, you do
want to feel the bounce. But, again, currently, I just warm up on the bed or a magazine.
STICKS AND USE OF METAL PRACTICE STICKS
I don’t use those metal practice sticks. I tried those once back in school in the 60s. Somehow, it didn’t work out for me to
change sticks to get a heavier or bigger sound. What I like is the stick size I have now, and I’m telling you I use it with the big
band and everything else. And I don’t break that many sticks, I really don’t! They are on the short size. Regal Tip has to cut
down their shortest stick to make my stick! They have to stop the presses! And I don’t think they are in many stores, maybe
a few of the drum stores I know, but I always liked a short stick. When I went into music school in 1958, as the Gretsch
company was right around the corner, they would give me sticks. Well, I asked what Papa Jo Jones used and they brought
the sticks out. Because it his his name on it, I was in love with them and really got used to playing with that size stick. And
do you know when Papa Jo died, they made the same stick for Sonny Payne. I’ve got sticks down in my studio with Jo Jones
name on them, and the same stick with Sonny Payne’s name on it — all Basie drummers! And now I’ve got my name on
that stick! I don’t use nylon tip sticks, I tried them, but they were too harsh on the cymbal for me, and since I play most of the
time on the cymbal, no.
BRUSHES
These days I use Regal Tip plastic brushes, with metal handles. Because I do so many gigs, metal brushes would get rusty
or they would break, and like with anyone traveling so much, there is nothing you can do about wear and tear. I discovered
though, that plastic brushes are great for me and they do last forever. I like them just as they come out of the box, when they
are narrow. I don’t try to spread them, as I like that narrow plastic brush sound. It is strong and focused.
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Harold’s Equipment
DRUMS
With Count Basie, Sarah Vaughan, Natalie Cole:
Gretsch 22” bass drum (Count Basie), 20” bass drum (Sarah Vaughan), 13” mounted tom (Count Basie), 12” mounted tom
(Sarah Vaughan), 16” ﬂoor tom (Count Basie), 14” ﬂoor tom (Sarah Vaughan); 5 ½” x14” metal snare drum (Gretsch, Rogers
Dynasonic), French-made original (Count Basie, Sarah Vaughan)
With Tony Bennett:
Drum Workshop (DW): 20” bass drum, 12” tom, 14” ﬂoor tom, 14” wooden snare
CYMBALS
Zildjian: 20” Mini Cup-3 rivets, 2-18” Mini Cup (one with 3 rivets, 1 no rivets); 13” hi-hat; 22” Swish Knocker with 20 rivets;
assorted other Zijdjian 20”, 21”, 22”, 18” ride/crashes; 14” hi-hat
PEDALS
Bass drum: Gretsch ﬂoating action pedal, with strap (Count Basie), DW 5000 and 9000 (Tony Bennett)
Hi-hat: Walburg, and Sonor hi-hat, with direct pull (Count Basie), DW 5000 and 9000 (Tony Bennett)
Stands: Gretsch (Count Basie), DW (with Tony Bennett)
STICKS AND BRUSHES
Regal Tip by Calato

Opposite: Harold’s DW drum set as used in performance with Tony Bennett, Jacksonville, Florida.
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Count Basie History
When I think back and consider the big bands in my era, I look at them as though they were all like Universities of music. And
Basie was just one of so many bands. There were the popular ones, like Basie, Ellington, Woody, and all of them, but then
there were also less known bands like Claude Thornhill, and bands nobody ever heard of. I listened to everything, and put
together what I had learned.
In order to pay my way through music school, I was doing Blues gigs, and Dixieland gigs in Chicago, and on those gigs, if
the crowd ain’t happy and all dancing, then you ain’t happenin’! There was no room for any super drum spectacular! They all
wanted to feel good and keep it going like that. I had to learn that one, boy! And then when I got with Basie, that’s one thing
he said to me. He asked me “can you tell if you’re swinging?” And I looked at him, like, well, “I think I’m swinging when I
think I’m swinging”, and he said “No. You can look in the back row of the theater or the dance hall, and if the people in the
back row are moving their heads up and down, then it’s happening!”. And to this day, I still look in the back, to see if people
are moving their heads and feeling the music, or if they are talking and not paying attention.
We’ve got to keep it going, because there are no smoke and mirrors in this kind of music. When I look at some of these
young rock and roll groups, on the music awards kind of shows, the more smoke and the more mirrors that I see, the less
quality of the music. I’m sorry to say it, because I don’t want to put anyone out of a job, with their smoke machines, but when
we played with these big bands, you were usually in small clubs, and no smoke and mirrors. There was a whole sound. This
is what I don’t think kids are getting a chance to hear today- a big band in a room where you can hear the response off the
walls, where you can actually hear how it sounds! Because they’ll play something on the radio, and it will be something like
2 guitars and a drummer, and turn it way up and say “listen to this! Man, isn’t this great?” And then we go over to something
like jazz, and Basie, and they’ll say –oh that’s a little too loud, can you turn that down? They don’t get the perspective and
they cannot hear all 17 instruments truly like they really should, in that one little speaker. There is something lost- we have “a
failure to communicate”, with something like that! Because- gee, the things Woody Herman did with the 4 brothers, man, that
thing was so liquid, and with all of these guys playing those tutti things together, it was unreal. And I always said that with any
music as complicated as Stan Kenton, you had to have swingin’ drummers to make that thing swing! Yeah!
Drummers today should think about Basie as a fat, 4 on the ﬂoor groove, and keep the music itself right in the pocket. And
then a soloist can do anything they want, and it all ﬁts, if that rhythm section is right there together. It’s like –I don’t know. I
can’t name a band, that is a young group, that has that type of feel. But I hope young musicians will listen and appreciate it!

Opposite, left to right: Freddie Green, Harold Jones, and Count Basie.
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Travel During the Basie Years
It was a pain in the neck. We only had ﬁbre cases, and every other month you had to get a new case for one of the drums.
You would get there early and set up the drums. And while you were doing it, the guys would get there, and maybe be back
there playing cards, and you are out there setting up. And the same thing at the end of the gig. You ﬁnish a great gig, and
everybody is hanging out, and people are at the back door, “where’s the drummer?” and you are still up there, packing up the
drums. By the time I would get ﬁnished, someone, maybe a stage hand, or someone would help you carry them out and put
them underneath the bus. And just when you would get there you would hear, “OK, let’s go!” So I would have no afterward!
And I hated that! And I’ll tell you, one time we checked into the President Hotel in New York, and there were four big bands
staying there. It was Basie, Duke, Buddy Rich, and Woody Herman’s band, for a weekend. And the guest storage space near
the desk was small, so they only let Buddy Rich store his drums in there. Everyone else had to lug their the drums up to their
hotel room, which was also small, and then down to the gig. It wasn’t easy! And let me tell you, you couldn’t move in that
room without standing sideways!

Above and opposite: Harold’s drum cases.
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Big Band Drumming Approach
The way that I played these charts, I took from what I learned, playing classical music. Because whatever training I had was
from classical. That’s where I learned all of those different dynamics: mp, p, pp, ppp, mf, f, ff, fff, etc. I thought, “Wow, can I
really play that many different kinds of volumes?” I learned that from my symphony playing, and I tried to apply it a lot to the
music I was playing with the big bands. And I used it playing at jam sessions — playing with horn players, where I would add
a full range of dynamics. Playing with the symphony made you think that way! You can apply these dynamic shadings to any
style of music. And that’s really the musical approach!

Harold’s Advice
Yeah-well. I highly recommend that you listen to recordings of the greats. I had a top ten jazz album list way back when.
One of the most important albums for me was Miles Davis’ album, Milestones, with Philly Joe Jones. As a teacher, I have
found that with jazz, it’s more of a feeling, and it’s hard to write down the jazz licks that you want a student to play. Even the
jazz ride beat, as simple as that is, and you got to play it on almost every song — you just don’t want a student to play the
rhythm without the right feel. And I have tried to write it down and teach it as a more of a triplet feel, but you really have to
just listen to it from the greatest, and copy it. And it’s essential, in the beginning, that a student play all 4 beats on the bass
drum and the hi-hat on 2 and 4 with a good musical feel. Because a lot of younger drummers only use the bass drum for
accents or for something loud or hard, and they are not tapping it on all 4 beats. And I think that is why some drummers
speed up or slow down, because there is no bass drum being played to ground the tempo and feel. So I recommend they
practice it and keep it going. And it doesn’t have to be loud at all, it should just be felt.
And I think drum students should practice playing just time. And then get louder, and keep the same tempo. And then get
softer, and keep the same tempo! That way they know that they are in control, and subconsciously they are thinking of the
tempo while they get loud and while get soft. They have to be conscious of the time, since we are the keepers of the time. A
lot of us drummers forget that!
One suggestion is to ﬁnd a recording that you like, and just enjoy playing along with it. That way you are not really worrying
about time, but just enjoying the music. The other thing is, you have to have a metronome. And I discovered that if you are
playing precisely with a metronome, you don’t even hear it when you are playing. Now, I have learned that when you are
playing with a band, that beat does tend to grow, or lay back, just because of the feeling of the music. So the metronome
isn’t great when you are playing with an ensemble, but it is a really good dictionary for practice. Students should all start with
a metronome. And one thing I experienced with my teachers, way back, was where I’d start off playing something with the
metronome, and then they would turn it off, and come back later and see how far I’d gone in one direction or the other. It’s
great practice and you can really see what needs work!
And some advice for a playing music in a band like this, or any band: Be completely committed to the song! Every song
should mean something. No song should be a throw away.
When listening to many student drummers, I ﬁnd they don’t have relativity between the bass drum, snare drum and the
cymbals. You might notice the cymbal, or bass drum, but they don’t sound like one instrument playing together. And the
guys that are good enough to sound like one instrument are often playing for themselves, and they don’t sound like they are
playing with the other guys in the section. That’s it!

Opposite: Harold with the Count Basie Band at Disneyland.
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Songs by Recording
Drum parts in the style of the following recorded
performances by Harold Jones
Count Basie Standing Ovation
• Blue And Sentimental
• Broadway
• Cherry Point
• Corner Pocket
• Down For Double
• Every Tub
• Jive At Five
• Jumpin’ At The Woodside
• Li’l Darlin’
• Shiny Stockings
• The Kid From Red Bank

86
104
122
130
142
148
229
235
252
299
334

The Swingin’ Machine, Live!
• Basie’s
• Blues In Hoss’ Flat
• Boone Talk
• Cherokee
• Everyday I Have the Blues (Vi Redd)
• Good Time Blues
• I Got Rhythm
• In A Mellowtone
• Jumpin’ At The Woodside
• Lonely Street
• Night In Tunisia
• Pleasingly Plump
• Stormy Monday Blues (Vi Redd)
• The Magic Flea
• Vine Street Rumble
• Wee Baby Blues

62
94
101
114
155
171
187
207
239
256
278
288
316
338
369
373

Basie Straight Ahead
• Basie Straight Ahead
• Fun Time
• Hay Burner
• It’s Oh, So Nice
• Switch In Time
• That Warm Feeling
• The Magic Flea
• The Queen Bee

76
167
175
225
320
326
344
357

Send In The Clowns (With Sarah Vaughan)
• All The Things You Are
• From This Moment On
• I Gottta Right To Sing The Blues
• I Hadn’t Anyone ‘Till You
• If You Could See Me Now
• Ill Wind
• Indian Summer
• Just Friends
• Send In The Clowns
• When Your Lover Has Gone

51
163
184
191
200
204
218
246
296
375

Count Basie – Live at Tilburg (Ella Fitzgerald)/Nassau
• April In Paris
58
• Bye Bye Blackbird
109
• Close To You
126
• Hittin’ Twelve
179
• Manteca/Tisket Bows
263
• Más Que Nada
270
• One O’clock Jump
284
• St. Louis Blues
311
Blues Alley
• All Heart/Lonely Heart
• Blues Alley
• Splanky
• The Shadow Of Your Smile

42
89
305
361

Jazzfest Masters
• All Of Me
• Cute

46
136

Concert Inedit Salle
• All Right, Ok You Win (Joe Williams)
• Every Day I Have The Blues (Joe Williams)
• In The Evening, When The Sun Goes Down (Joe Williams)
• Roll ‘Em Pete (Joe Williams)
• The Comeback (Joe Williams)

50
153
214
291
330

Live In Paris 1972
• Basie Power
• Big Stuff
• From This Moment On
• I Need To Be Be’ed With
• It Could Happen To You
• Lover
• Meditation
• The Python
• The Spirit Is Willing
• Whirly Bird
• Yellow Days

71
81
160
196
222
259
273
353
364
380
388
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Above: Harold with the Count Basie Band at Disneyland.

Songs by Tempo

• Shiny Stockings I = 135
• Broadway I = 142
• In A Mellow Tone I = 142
• The Python I = 142, double time I = 248
• The Spirit Is Willing I = 143
• Blues In Hoss’ Flat (Shufﬂe) I = 147
• All Right, Ok, You Win (Shufﬂe) I = 147
• Corner Pocket I = 148
• Splanky I = 148

Ballad (I = 56-77)
• Boone Talk I = 56
• Blue And Sentimental I = 60
• If You Could See Me Now I = 60
• Ill Wind I = 60
• Li’l Darlin’ I = 60
• In The Evening, When The Sun Goes Down I = 62
• Wee Baby Blues I = 62
• I Got A Right To Sing The Blues I = 63
• Indian Summer I = 64
• All Heart/Lonely Heart I = 73
• That Warm Feeling I = 75
• Lonely Street I = 76
• Shadow Of Your Smile I = 77
• Yellow Days I = 77

Medium-fast swing (I =157-178)
• All The Things You Are I = 157
• I Got Rhythm I = 161
• Vine Street Rumble I = 174
• Night In Tunisia (Latin/Swing) I = 175
• Basie, Straight Ahead I = 176
• Big Stuff I = 177
• One O’clock Jump I = 178

Easy swing (I = 86-98)
• Pleasingly Plump I = 86
• I Hadn’t Anyone ’Till You I = 98

Fast swing (I=181-376)
• Switch In Time I = 181
• Just Friends I = 185
• Hittin’ Twelve I = 187
• Bye Bye Blackbird I = 196
• Roll ’Em Pete I = 200
• When Your Lover Has Gone I = 210
• Down For Double I = 215
• Más Que Nada (Samba) I = 242
• Cute I = 248
• St. Louis Blues I = 250
• Manteca (Latin) I = 277
• From This Moment On (vocal) I = 285
• Every Tub I = 290
• Jumpin’ At The Woodside (2 versions) I = 295, 296
• Basie’s I = 300
• Cherokee I = 306
• The Magic Flea I = 306
• Whirly Bird I = 306
• The Kid From Red Bank I = 310
• Lover I = 328
• From This Moment On (instrumental) I = 332
• Basie Power I = 376

Easy-medium swing (I = 110-115)
• Close To You I = 110
• Stormy Monday Blues I = 110
• Meditation I = 113
• The Comeback (Shufﬂe) I = 113
• I Need To Be Be’ed With I = 115
• The Queen Bee I = 115
Medium swing (I =116-148)
• It’s Oh, So Nice I = 116
• Everyday I Have The Blues (2 versions) I = 118, 131
• Cherry Point I = 120
• Hay Burner I = 120
• Good Time Blues I = 128
• April In Paris I = 129
• Fun Time I = 130
• All Of Me I = 132
• Blues Alley (For Ali) I = 132
• It Could Happen To You I = 135
• Jive At Five I = 135
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MASTER NOTES
AND DRUM CHARTS

1. Master Notes — All Heart/Lonely Heart
(Blues Alley)
Style:
Medium slow swing

A word about the band ﬁgures and phrases that are caught with the drum sounds, and those that are not: I
have to hear the chart to know which ones I will catch and which ﬁgures I will not. With the Sammy Nestico
charts (Basie Straight Ahead, etc), I was there from the “birth” of the charts (when they were ﬁrst written for
Basie) and I could play them anyway I wanted to play them. He would tell me that he purposely wrote the
trumpet ﬁgures above the staff, and that I could pick and choose what I wanted to accent and catch. And if
the trumpets did have an accent themselves, I would usually try to catch those. It’s really personal taste. And
many times I did read off the actual trumpet part.

Harold’s Notes:
In the ﬁrst place, for me with Basie, guitarist Freddie Green sat right here, on my left, and all I had to do was
lock in the hi-hat with Freddie and his quarter note playing. His quarter was just like a metronome. You just
made sure you could play off of it.
The one problem that younger kids have is that their brush rotations on the snare have nothing to do with the
tempo. They are playing their brush thing and it doesn’t relate to the tempo. I would also make sure the bass
drum is felt. With a lot of drummers you only hear the brushes. And I really stomp on the hi-hat. I always play
the hi-hat with my heal up, even on a ballad. And that makes everything sound full. I think that is the object: to
make the ballad playing sound full. Just don’t get your own individual drumming going with the brushes on the
snare drum.
In regards to the mechanics of brush playing, my left hand swishes OUT and my right hand plays 1 and 3
on the left side, and the 2 and 4 on the right. I learned from Papa Jo Jones, Philly Joe Jones and the older
drummers who were around like Barrett Deems. My hands are always apart, never crossed. I know many of
the younger drummers do go the other way, where the left hand moves inward, and they are crossed on 2 and
4, but that might take away from some possible accents when you want to kick a ﬁgure. It is hard to be able
to do that with either hand when they are crossed. The way I play, they are crossed on 1 and 3, but they are
apart on 2 and 4, which makes it easier to play ﬁll or a trill.
In regards to the left hand, it’s not so much a circle within each beat, but a circle within the tempo of the song
you are playing. If the tempo were faster, my circle would be faster.
At a faster tempo, I would go into the “windshield wiper” beat. And to note, many times I do play the bass
drum on all 4 beats, even at a faster tempo. But it’s much lighter.
For me to keep the transition from brushes to sticks smoothly, I always try to keep some sound going while
I pick up the sticks. On this tune, I play a swish sound with the left hand while I pick up the stick. It’s an old
trick. It’s just to keep the transition smooth.
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The song needs a good, solid time feel but not one that is overbearing, and the cymbal is the dominant sound.
You should make your ﬁlls sound like the phrases you are playing. The reeds, bones, and trumpets have their
tutti section, and when you ﬁll and play you should sound like a tutti section as well. When you hit a quarter
note on 1, in an empty space before a trumpet note on 2, it really helps the horn players all take a breath
together. That’s what I do. I try to set them up. When I go back to brushes, I just try to smooth it on out. And
that’s Lonely Heart (All Heart)!

Performance Notes:
1. This is a ballad that starts with brushes. Make note of the sax pickup, and how Harold plays a nice, easy
brush beat. Practice playing a brush beat at this tempo.
2. Note the HEAVY hi-hat on 2 and 4. Practice playing the hi-hat with your brush beat, and make sure it is
VERY clearly played and heard.
3. Note that the bass is basically playing on 1 and 3, not all four beats. It’s “2 beat” playing. Practice playing
the bass drum, in balance with the hi-hat, brushes on snare, and the bass on 1 and 3. It is more felt than
heard loudly.
4. There is a form to the song. It’s A-A-B-A. 8 bars for the melody, played twice, then an 8 bar bridge,
and the last 8 bar A section. Even big band arrangements have a song form. Listen to the song melody
enough to hear the form. Note the backgrounds by the band right from the beginning of the tune.
5. Note Freddie Green’s classic Basie guitar comping, playing all four beats. Make sure your brush playing,
bass drum, and hi-hat are locked with the guitar. Make sure to note the BALANCE between the drums,
bass and guitar. It is the classic Basie sound, and why the “All-American” rhythm section worked so well
in the Basie band, starting with Papa Jo in the 30’s.
6. Note that the sax melody is written for reference (for a general understanding of the melody) and to
facilitate learning the song. Harold plays time through these melody ﬁgures.
7. Many of the bass drum and snare kicks are noted, but they are not breaks, and time is played through the
ﬁgures. They are noted for reference to illustrate how Harold orchestrates the ﬁgures, or comps around them.
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8. Note the subtle way that Harold plays the little kicks with the band on the B section bridge (Measures
18-26). There is perfect balance between the hi-hat, brushes and bass drum. You hear everything, but
the drums do not overpower the band phrases-they blend and accentuate them!
9. Note the bass ﬁgure (measures 33-34) on the last 2 beats of the triplets that allow Harold to switch to sticks.
10. Note how the eighth notes are phrased by the band (34-37). Learning to sing the rhythms with this
phrasing helps the drummer swing with the band.
11. Note which parts of the band ﬁgures Harold plays and which he does not! Harold’s classic and unique
style of playing select part of these phrases really make the feel come alive.
12. Note the dynamics (rises and falls that help each transition).
13. Note the drum ﬁlls on the peak of the song.
14. Note the syncopated bass ﬁgures in bars 15 and 47.
15. Note how Harold uses the bass drum in bars 43 and 44, 51 and 52 to ground the time between the
band ﬁgures.
16. Note how the bass drum ﬁgure in bars 59-60 are played subtly by Count Basie, Harold and the bass.
17. Note how Harold plays the ending, and puts a stinger beat on the cut off.
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2. Master Notes - All Of Me
(Jazzfest Masters)
Style:
Medium Basie swing

Harold’s Notes:
This is one of my favorite tunes. Out of 400-500 tunes, you could tell just what song it was by the way Basie
played the intro. He would play something in it that would give you the hint of that tune. And you know, it’s
funny because there is a whole introduction written out for the band. It’s kind of like those ﬁgures at the end of
the chart, starting in bar 84. They have that kind of a ﬁgure. It was an insert that was in the song, but they put
it for the intro. And Basie took it right out, immediately!

Performance Notes - All Of Me
1. Note the tempo of the song, 132 bpm.
2. Note how Basie plays the opening with just the bass and some light hi-hat.
3. Note the POWER ﬁgures that are played to give the song that incredible Basie excitement (for
example, bars 20 into 21, where the full drums enter). Then it’s right back to the time ﬁgure.
4. After the loud ﬁgure, the 2 and 4 on the hi-hat is played solidly with the guitar to create a
strong rhythmic swing and dynamic. Practice playing the hi-hat strongly on 2 and 4, but make
sure it grooves and feels relaxed with the guitar.
5. Note that the time feel is really played by on the cymbal, the snare, and the bass drum
together. Note the tighter cymbal rhythm phrasing, almost straight, played to lock in the time.
It is really a focus on a strong quarter note. The time is noted on the snare from letter B to C.
6. Note the comping ﬁgures throughout the arrangement. Some of the snare hits are buzzed, as
indicated, for example, in measures 27 and 29.
7. Listen to the triplet ﬁll phrasing at bar 37. It’s not just some stifﬂy-played triplet. It has the

On a chart like this, you deﬁnitely want to do some research on how you want to play the ﬁgures. I like being
able to read the ﬁgures, and pick and choose which ones to play.
8.
When you hear me play the quarter note ﬁlls on 4 and 1 with the bass drum- that would be something that
you would only know to do when Basie was alive. There was never anything written there, but he would
conduct it! He never really told you to play it, but HE always played it! Basie would do that until YOU started
playing it, and then he wouldn’t do it at all! He knew that was where the drummer would play it! And then,
when I went back and listened to old recordings of Sonny Payne, I found that there were a lot of those spots.
Sonny also had those “ting-tings” on the cymbal bell. They were just rhythmic ideas in the phrases. And you
would do it as simply as you could do it. Those things were very important in keeping the momentum going,
otherwise the song wouldn’t say that much.

9.
10.
11.

As far as the triplet ﬁgures, with the accents on the third part of the triplet, I guess I developed that from
listening to Buddy Rich and Louie Bellson, and that’s how I heard it.

12.
13.

At the end of the chart I ﬁnd myself just catching those main accents. I really did it from a melodic standpoint.
All it needed to say for the whole story were those accents. It’s so simple, but that was IT!

14.

Certain ﬁgures sound like they should be left alone, and they ride over the time. They are melodies that don’t
need any help. Drummers should listen to songs over and over to decide themselves, as to what they want to
catch and leave out.
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15.
16.

classic Harold accents on the last part of the beat, and they make the rhythm section swing
and transition into the next section.
Here’s that classic Basie ﬁgure, of which Harold spoke, where he plays the bass drum on 4
and 1, measures 41-42.
Note how Harold plays right in the deep groove of the rhythm section through the chart, but
also plays part of the band ﬁgures to really accentuate the swing.
The band ﬁgures from C through the end of the chart and ﬁlls are classic Basie and classic
Harold. Listen and study them over and over, and memorize the song, and memorize the ﬁlls.
Note the way Harold only plays the important part of certain ﬁgures-not the entire ﬁgure. This
is something unique about Harold’s approach and makes these ﬁgures sit so well in the time.
Examples would be in letter E: bar 62 on the and of 4; bar 64 on the and of 3; and bar 65 on
the and of 2, and and of 3.
Note the 4-1 bass drum ﬁgure in bars 63-64 is also crashed on the cymbal.
When Basie ﬁlls at measures 68-69, and then plays the melody, he tips off exactly how the
song should feel and the phrasing.
Note Harold plays time through the band ﬁgures from bars 70-75, and then plays the ﬁgures in
bars 76-77.
Note the orchestrating of the ﬁgures between the bass and snare from bars 83-87.
Note the ending, and the quarter note triplet ﬁll at the end. Harold mentioned that Basie would
tip him off with his ﬁngers as to how to ﬁll the ending. And once Harold knew what Basie
wanted, all he would have to do would be to play it. Note and practice the ending.
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3. Master Notes – Alright, Ok, You Win
(Concert Inedit Salle)
Style:
Medium swing shufﬂe

Harold’s Notes:
We just marched right through that as a rhythm section. I think any shufﬂe I ever did was with only with the left
hand. The right hand plays the regular cymbal beat. I know that later on, I used to ﬁll in all of the breaks. There
is that 4-1 bass drum beat again. On a live performance, I would go into that backbeat on the band interlude. I
don’t remember playing those triplets! It almost sounds like I played it on both the snare and toms together.
Things like letter B… I’d lay all day to wait to hit that ﬁgure! I would know that it was coming, and that ﬁll would
be the deﬁnitive thing to play going into the horn ﬁgures. I let those busy ﬁgures go, and just play the pocket.
The shufﬂe must be played in a jazz feel. And the best way to play for Joe Williams was mostly to swing it right
down the middle. And the best way to avoid rushing, is to make sure you play ﬁlls that relate the song. Don’t
just play a drum ﬁgure because you are fast enough to do it. Play a ﬁll that you could actually play the same
way again. If it’s your ﬁll, even if it’s hard, it’s yours. Try to relate to the song and play ﬁlls that keep the ﬂow of
the tempo going on. When the ﬁlls come, too many drummers play something that looses track of the time.
With Basie, I didn’t usually think about speciﬁc subdivisions, in terms of triplets, etc. I was thinking mainly of
the sound, and how it sounded all together as an overall picture. With that guitar right there, and the bass right
there, and Basie there, I was surrounded by the rhythm section sound. And as far as that goes, Basie was on
one side and the drums nearby. Freddie Green liked to be close to the horns so he could hear what they were
taking about!

And a good conductor is only going to start you and stop you. You can’t conduct swing! That’s where some
of the conductors have problems. The greatest conductor I’ve known that didn’t touch it, was John Williams.
When I worked with him with the Boston Pops and Sarah Vaughan, John just counted us off, 1,2,3,4 and
bang, he let us go! And there was really nothing else John had to do. He would cue the strings and other
instruments, but not the rhythm section. When the conductor relates to the rhythm section, the rhythm section
is free to make music. It’s not a conducted thing.
The vocalist on this track, Joe Williams, was the most in-time singer — he was always right there! He was
known for singing the blues, but he also sang regular tunes, and they would sound like the blues! Joe just had
impeccable taste and time, and that’s what I loved about him. Count Basie used to call him his “favorite son!”

Performance Notes:
1. Note the tempo of the song, and Harold’s version of a shufﬂe/ swing feel.
2. Notice how strong and solid Harold plays right from the start, and throughout the entire song.
3. Note Joe William’s vocal phrasing and placement of the time through his vocals throughout the tune. He
sings phrases like a drummer playing time.
4. Note how crisp the ﬁll is in bar 6!
5. Notice how clear the ride cymbal sounds from letter A.
6. Check out the snare shot at letter B on the downbeat of 1 on the word “ﬁrst”. It’s explosive!
7. Notice Harold’s solid hi-hat, on 2 and 4 throughout. It’s a very full and solid chick sound and it’s very
consistent.
8. Don’t rush the triplet ﬁll at 26!
9. The backbeat at D is so solid, and between the center and slightly on the backside of the beat. It makes
everything groove so hard! Notice the lift Harold gives the band with that backbeat!
10. A ﬁgure such as the busy horn ﬁgure at 48 is acknowledged, but not played.
11. The backbeat goes away at E. The volume goes down, but not the intensity.
12. The backbeat is added again at G, but not overpowering.
13. Note the nice, subtle ﬁll in bar 82, that gives the band an uplift to the end of the chart.
14. Note the ﬁll in the last bar, and Harold’s ﬂourish ﬁlls on the last held note.

When you see videos of my playing, you may notice that I look toward my ride cymbal, That is my focus point,
as it allows me to see the entire drum set and the leaders. I want to be able to see the horn player out of the
corner of my eye, so it he does squeak or squeal, I want to know if it was intentional!
I won’t stare at the bass player, but I will make sure that I can see whomever the leader or conductor might be
out of the corner of my eye.
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4. Master Notes – All The Things You Are
(Send In The Clowns)
Style:
Medium-fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
Oh Man! Great! I don’t remember playing this chart that much, and while I was touring with Sarah, we never
really toured with the Basie band, so this chart was really just for this recording.

Performance Notes:
1. Note the tempo and the great swing feel.
2. The song is the jazz standard, All the Things You Are, and it’s important to know the song and the song
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

form (8,8,8,12).
Note Harold’s feel and ﬁlls on the intro. These 8 bars reoccur at letter K, and build into the last vocal
chorus.
Note that Harold plays a strong bass drum on 1 and 3 with the ﬁgures in bars 1 and 2, but also ﬁlls
around the ﬁgures. Great roll-ﬁll into bar 5, and ﬁll into bar 8. Great roll-ﬁll into the vocal at A.
Note the easy, but full time feel behind Sarah’s vocals. Hi-hat on 2 and 4, right down the middle.
Harold plays the set-up ﬁgures in bars 43-44 in a similar way to the introduction.
Note the easy, but supportive, time feel behind the sax solo.
Same lead-in rhythms and ﬁlls in bars 79-80.
Note how Harold catches the single rhythmic ﬁgures in the bridge at I, but doesn’t disrupt the time feel,
or get in the way of the vocal.
Note the break at bar 113.
Great roll-ﬁll in bar 116.
Great feel and ﬁlls throughout the rest of the chart.
Note the build through letter N, and a nice ﬁll in bar 142 to set up the ending.
Note the hold and ﬁlls in bar 145, and then the second hold in bar 146 and the band fall-off. Harold ﬁlls
with the band through the fall off, going from high to low sounds, ending with the ﬁnal stinger bass drum
on the cut-off. It’s a beautiful orchestration of the band ﬁgures!
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5. Master Notes – April In Paris
(Tilburg/Nassau)
Style:
Medium swing classic

Harold’s Notes:
Another one of my favorites. I got those rolls during the intro ﬁgures from Sonny Payne. He would hit those big
tom tom rolls. And, they weren’t always big. The ﬁrst roll matches a decrescendo going down, so I would play
it on the snare drum. It wasn’t the big one I would play on the ﬂoor tom. There was actually a difference. But
those crashes have to be in. I would play that cymbal beat really heavily, right at the top of the tune. If you are
doing a live performance, you want all of that body there. It’s actually one of the few times and few songs where
I actually ride on the china boy cymbal. And I do it right from the top. The other tune was In A Mellow Tone.
I will sometimes play the cymbal beat with a tighter skip beat, almost like a quarter note pulse. I think I got
that in the later days from playing with the singers. It locks it in better than playing a real spread on that ride
beat. It’s important to keep everything full.
There is a ﬁgure just before the trumpet solo that I played with the band on the snare. As far as the ending
reprieve, in my own big band, I usually play a full four beat bar of triplets to bring the band back in. It makes
it easier, as I often have different guys in the band. But the last time we played, I didn’t stop to think about
anything, and went back to the original Basie phrase of playing a roll and ﬁgure on the and of four that lasts
a beat and a half and sets up the band entrance on the and of 2. And, I mean, only half of the guys came in!
And, for the next phrase, it was like, “which bar are we in?” You can really put yourself in hot water if you don’t
set it up.
On the triplets at the end, I make sure I hit both the cymbal and the drums, and there was a speciﬁc way I
would move around the drums to accent the trumpets. I really listened a lot to Jo Jones and Sonny Payne, and
I picked things from their playing that I liked.

Performance Notes:
1. This is one of the classic Basie hits, and when investigating this music, should be a study priority!
2. Note, as Harold mentioned, the snare and tom rolls in the intro, and how they relate to the horns and
shape of decrescendo and crescendo.
3. Note the great feel at A, and great swing and drive throughout.
4. Harold plays some light, but effective single note snare comping around the band half notes in bars 18-20.
5. Note the rolls and bass drum ﬁlls in letter C, bars 34-36.
6. Note the bass drum on 1, snare on the and of 2, catching of the ﬁgures in letter E, bars 57-58. It is
previewed with the and of 2 on the snare drum in bar 56.
7. Letter E then builds into the classic April in Paris shout chorus at F. In an audition for Ron McCurdy,
director of the All American College Band at Disneyland, one of my students told me Ron asked that the
drummer play any shout chorus from a big band chart they knew. This shout chorus would be a great
one to know and quote!
8. Note the snare off beat hits around the ﬁgure in bar 62. It really helps ground the time feel!
9. Note the great ﬁll around the toms in bar 64. Harold plays it again, pretty much the same way, on the ﬁrst
reprise in bar 78, and the second reprise in bar 93.
10. Note that the bass drum on the and of 4, and down beat of 1, bars 65 into 66, and again in bars 79 into
80, help ground the time feel and band ﬁgures.
11. Note the triplet ﬁlls in bars 66 and again in bar 80.
12. Note the tom rolls in bars 67-68. The rolls really add power and impact building to the end of the tune.
13. Note how Harold orchestrates the quarter note triplets for impact, in bars 69-70, between the bass drum,
snare drum, and cymbal.
14. Note the ritard, and snare drum pickup into the ending.
15. After the song ends, there is a classic drum pickup to repeat the ending. On this version, for this reprise,
the band plays the slower Jingle Bell style ending of bars 87-88.
16. After this ending, it’s usual for Basie to say, “One More Time,” leading to the drum pickup in bar 89, to
repeat the ending again!
17. The drumming in both the second and third reprise are basically the same as the ﬁrst time through, and
Harold’s ﬁlls are very powerful, clear, and consistent, keeping the band intact on all versions.

April in Paris is a ﬂag waver tune that stands on its own, without any extra embellishment.
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6. Master Notes - Basie’s
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
Yeah! When you hear me playing those clicks on 2 and 4 — that’s survival right there!
And because I was playing the click on 2 and 4, most of the band ﬁgures were played on the
bass drum.

Performance Notes:
This is a study in keeping the cross stick going while playing ﬁgures and keeping the band together!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Note Basie intro, and solid, light rhythm section before the band enters at A.
Note ﬁll into A and bass drum on downbeat.
Classic Basie loud ﬁgures in bars 40-41.
Note Harold’s brilliant little ﬁll on the and of 3 and 4, answering the ﬁgure in bars 46 and 62.
Note Harold’s accent choices (second beat on snare in bar 49) into letter B.
Note Harold’s orchestration of Figures in D.
Great roll into downbeat, bars 75-76.
Note Harold’s orchestration of the ﬁgure on the and of 4 in bar 79, and the and of 2 in bar 80.
Keep time through the ﬁgures at G.
Start cross stick on 2 and 4 behind tenor solo at I, and continue throughout the tune and hang on!
Note the bass drum with piano in letter J.
Cross stick continues through ﬁgures, including those behind tenor at O and Q, and at letter R.
Notice how Harold plays just enough of all of the ﬁgures, while keeping that cross stick going!
Note how Harold plays the ﬁgures in S on the toms.
Note the orchestration of those bass drum ﬁgures in U and W.
Note how Harold keeps a solid time feel under the busy sax soli in X.
Note Harold’s solid time feel and bass drum ﬁgures in Z.
Continue cross stick right through everything until bar 298!!! Amazing playing by Harold!
Note the breaks in bars 298-302.
Note Harold’s strong last bar ending, and the ﬂourish on the hold.
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7. Master Notes - Basie Power
(Live in Paris, 1972)
Style:
Fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
Basie Power! This is going to be fast. On the intro behind the piano, I usually played the closed hi-hat with
stick on the side of the stand. We did a lot with this, and sometimes it would be at the start of the tune. When
the band enters and plays half notes, I guess I did hit all of those. Letter B is a good example where I know I
played the down beat and a quarter note on 4, and ﬁlls around the ﬁgures. I would then play a ﬁll before each
downbeat on one.

Performance Notes:
1. Basie takes the ﬁrst 12 bars, and then the rhythm section enters. Harold starts on the hi-hat, playing two
12 bar blues choruses. Note the swing feel Harold plays on the hi-hat.
2. Note how Harold plays the ﬁgures at A perfectly (both times), and then comes right back down in
dynamic for the piano solo at bar 45.
3. Note how Harold plays the ﬁgures at B, between the bass drum and snare, and the snare ﬁgures on 2
and the and of 3 that answer the band ﬁgures. Great drum set orchestration.
4. Note the downbeats, accents and ﬁlls, with the band at C.
5. Check out letter F. Harold answers the band ﬁgures with a bass drum on 4, and then only plays the and
of 2 accent on the snare in bars 104, 108, and 112. Great!
6. Note the ﬁlls throughout H and I in bars 140, 145, 152, and 156.
7. Note the bigger ﬁll in bar 160 into J.
8. Note the stop time at J.
9. Letter K is like the top!
10. Note the classic Basie ending!
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8. Master Notes – Basie Straight Ahead
(Basie Straight Ahead)

headsets, because headsets were just coming around at the time. I don’t think Basie wore one, I’m sure
Freddie Green didn’t! There was nothing that special about it. At that time, it was just a record date. It was
done in two days.

Performance Notes:

Style:
Medium-fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
It’s great to hear this! This was my ﬁrst studio session with the Basie band, and the session was in Norman
Grantz’ studio in California, which I don’t think exists anymore.
I do remember that Sammy Nestico came over to me, and said something simple, like, “it sure is a pleasure
to have someone on the band who can read!” because Sonny Payne didn’t read. He was pleased to hear that,
because it meant we could literally sightread and get through the tunes.
We didn’t play any song more than three times, and most of them were two. When I recorded this tune, I was
playing my own (not written) ﬁlls, and it’s a perfect example of how ﬁlls lead into the next phrase. On this
session we sight read every tune except for the Magic Flea, and maybe this one and another one, which they
sent to us on the road. You know, when you going along, reading the charts, you are mechanically working it,
and musically playing it, and you are not hearing how really good it sounds! It all ﬁts in!
On some of the ﬁgures, I am actually only playing part of the ﬁgure. The reason is that melody line being
played is great, and I don’t want to get in the way of it. And on most ﬁgures, I just read and interpreted what
was written.
As far as the snare sound, I was using a Rogers metal snare with Gretsch drums with grey swirl ﬁnish that I
played with Basie on the road. The cymbals were all Zildjian. The hi-hats were 13”, and the ride cymbal was
that 20” inch mini cup with 3 rivets. And again, I remember that Lennie DiMuzio, at Zildjian, was the one who
suggested the three rivet cluster. At the time many drummers used rivets all around, but Lenny suggested just
three together.
The drums were in the room with the band, with bafﬂes around me. I remember that the bass was not that
close and on my right side, separated by some bafﬂes, and Freddie, seems to me, was on my left, also
surrounded by a bafﬂes. The band was set up facing us on the other side of the room, which was kind of
good, because they were playing right at us and we got to hear them. And when you’ve got your head in the
chart — we were going for survival there! So — it was not set up that comfortable, but I do think we wore
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Piano and rhythm section start. Note Harold plays the ride cymbal rhythm, not on the hi-hat.
Note the strong hi-hat 2 and 4.
The ﬁrst real band ﬁgure is played on the snare in bar 20.
Note the orchestration of the band ﬁgure between bass drum and hi-hat in bars 29-31.
Note the classic Harold triplet ﬁll in bar 32.
Note that the band comes down dynamically into D.
Note the classic Harold orchestration of a ﬁgure in bar 40, just accenting the and of 3.
Check out the great triplet ﬁll in bar 42 to the and of 4 into bar 43.
Note that the and of 4 in bar 43 is great, and sets up the eighth note ﬁlls into letter E.
Note that catching the and of 4 in bar 45 is so musical!
Note the great ﬁll in bar 51 to 52 before the tenor solo at F.
Note the classic example of Harold playing the just the and of 4 in bar 53, instead of both eighth notes.
It gives the ﬁgure a lift instead of weighing it down!
Note the same type of example in bars 59 and 60. Harold plays the and of 2, and the and of 4 instead of
the full ﬁgure. It helps keep it moving without getting in the way.
Note that the dynamic stays down for background ﬁgures at H.
Note the interesting and effective break in the middle of the form of the song at bar 80.
Note the volume is lower, but the time feel keeps chugging along behind the piano solo.
Note the ﬁll with the little roll in bar 112 to set up the ﬁgure in bar 113.
Note the great ﬁll in bar 115 to the and of 4 and triplet ﬁll in 116.
Note how the dynamics go from loud (bars 121-128), to soft for the piano solo at N, and then backup
again in bar 132.
Note that same orchestrated ﬁgure we heard before, between the bass drum and snare in letter P.
Note the great triplet ﬁll in bar 148.
Note the classic Basie ﬁll with a dotted eighth note and sixteenth note into letter R.
In bar 159, Harold does play both eighth notes as it’s the end of a band ﬁgure before the break.
Note the great orchestration of the ending after the Basie piano ﬁlls.
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9. Master Notes – Big Stuff
(Live in paris)
Style:
Medium-fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
This one we didn’t play that often, which is why the intro is a bit longer. I used 13” hi-hats the entire time I
was with Basie. Sonny Payne and Jo Jones had 13”. I actually had 14” when I went into the band, but Papa Jo
said, “No!”
When reading the charts, I do like seeing all of the ﬁgures, just like they are written on the charts in this book.
What I would do, when I didn’t know what to ﬁll, would be to go through the chart and write a little squiggle
line before the ﬁgure, so I would know that I wanted to make a ﬁll.
If you notice, I did play a lot of those ﬁgures with the bass drum. It was really just to give it power. At the end, I
ﬁlled pretty much every ﬁgure.

Performance Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Note Basie’s opening 12 bars, and cue into letter A.
Note the tight hi-hat time behind the piano solo.
Note the orchestration of the loud ﬁgures at letter B.
Note the crescendo roll into beat 4 in bar 52.
Note the dynamic back down for the piano solo at letter C.
Some of the ﬁlls Harold plays from C, and his comping, are not written in this part.
A suggestion is to listen to his part, and note what he orchestrates, and what he does not. Then, read this
part and do your own interpretation for the ﬁgures.
Note the loud band ﬁgure at letter G.
Note Harold’s unique swing eighth note snare ﬁlls in bars 114 and bars 118. Those ﬁgures answer and
complete the band phrase, and foreshadow the ﬁgures in 115 and 119.
Note the build into letter J.
Note Harold’s ﬁlls around the strong ﬁgures in letter J.
Note the Basie ending in bar 151.
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10. Master Notes — Blue And Sentimental
(Standing Ovation)
Style:
Slow swing ballad

Harold’s Notes:
You know that 2 bars from the end, when Basie hits that bling, you have it written like a light cymbal beat,
which is what it eventually became. That was where I was supposed to hit it. That’s one of those tunes where
after we played it a few times, I would hear Basie play that, and then I understood that was where he wanted
me to play it. Blue and Sentimental was one of Basie’s standard ballads that we would play over the course
of the night. Basie did start the tempo two bars before we entered with the melody, and I’m getting the
tempo from Basie. But let me tell you, in those set up bars, it’s all Basie. But in the ﬁrst bar of the song, by
the time that second beat came in, Freddie Green was there and really locked it in. I could feel the time from
both Basie and the way Freddie played it. With Basie, he might have rushed it or dragged it, because he had
something else on his mind (laughs). I would take it from him in the beginning, and if Freddie leaned on top, or
pulled back, you knew to go with Freddie. He never gave visual cues, but he might have played a little louder
(laughs). And with the brushes, I’m pretty much playing time, letting Basie do the ﬁlls, instead of playing ﬁlls
on the brushes. And for the trumpet solo, I’m really not doing anything to react too much with the soloist. I’m
just keeping the time solid.

Performance Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Note Basie’s solo, and then the two bars before A to set the tempo.
Freddie Green is right there, in on the second beat of the ﬁrst bar of A, with the time.
Note Harold’s brush time feel, and hi-hat strong on 2 and 4.
Note the piano ﬁlls.
The feel stays pretty similar at F for the muted trumpet solo.
Note the switch to sticks and ﬁll in bar 39.
Note the ﬁlls and switch between regular time and double time throughout letter G.
Note that hitting the e of beat 3 in bars 41 and 45 on the snare provides really interesting ﬁlls!
Note the subtle feel from letter H to the end.
Note Basie’s Gershwin type solo ﬁlls in bars 59 and 60.
Note the downbeat in bar 61 that Harold plays with Basie.
Note the eighth note ritard in bar 61, and the ﬁnal chord in bar 62.
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11. Master Notes — Blues Alley
(Blues Alley)
Style:
Medium swing

Harold’s Notes:
This chart, written by Eric Dixon, was Blues Alley (named for the night club in Washington, D.C.). Basie used to
say this wrong. He would say Blues for Ali, but it was for the club, Blues Alley. At the beginning of the chart,
I would play the hi-hat open and closed, but when Basie started talking, I changed to a closed hi-hat.
The reason I played the bass drum ﬁgure in the hole in bar 73 might have been because Basie might have
pointed down, for that lower sound. You know, Basie was a drummer before he started playing the piano in
Benny Moten’s band. And he heard these things that would sound better out front. You might not think they
would sound good back here, but out there they really worked. There were reasons for most of those bass
drum ﬁlls. On the ﬁgures, I just played time. On the soft ensemble, I just played time. Then I played the big ﬁll.
There was a conductor for the ending. It could have been Eric Dixon himself or Al Aarons. When Basie wanted
to you play those quarter note triplet ﬁlls at the ending, he would point at you for a blap blap. And then, once
you got used to it, you would always play it.

Performance Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Note Basie’s opening solo, with the drums ﬁlling in bar 4 of the 12 bar blues chorus.
Note the ﬂute melody at A, with the bass playing in “2.”
Note the loud ﬁgures in bar 36, and back to the ﬂute melody at B.
Note the background ﬁgures at letter D (Harold does not play them).
Note the bass drum hits in bars 70 and 71.
Harold hits 4 on the bass drum, answering the ﬁgure in bar 73 at letter E.
Note that Harold hits beats 2 and 3 in bar 77 with Basie.
Note the bass drum down beats around the ﬁgures at letter H.
Note the soft ensemble playing at letter J.
Harold plays the 4-1 bass drum beat with Basie in bars 138-139.
Great ﬁll in bars 145-146 to build into letter K.
Note the Basie ending with Harold playing quarter note triplet ﬁgures.
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12. Master Notes — Blues In Hoss’ Flat
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Shufﬂe

Harold’s Notes:
This is pretty much of a standard for Basie’s band, and another one of my favorites. It’s a shufﬂe. But notice
at letter D, the shufﬂe with backbeat is gone! But it comes back in letter F. And then it’s gone at the piano solo
at letter I. And that plunger solo was either played by Sweets or Al Grey. Those were the only two on the band
that used that mute.
I could have played more of those ﬁgures, but with Freddie Green sitting there, I would just play time and let
the horns play the ﬁgures. I did, though, catch some of the ﬁgures. When I was sight reading, I didn’t catch
that many, but after I heard it, I could do more. On the ending reed section, I left a lot of the ﬁgures alone and
didn’t touch them. Again, many of the things I would play or not play was determined by hearing and playing
the music ﬁrst. And this might have been one of the charts that Freddie might have corrected me, or hipped
me up to, on one thing or the other.
And this chart was mainly for dance, and to get the crowd revved up. And boy, they would on this one! And
that was the reason for that backbeat coming in when it did, because they would be stompin’ by then, on
those little parts. And again, you can see when we went to that soft piano solo, or the softer trumpet solo, we
went down in volume, and then the backbeat disappeared.

Performance Notes:
1. Note the backbeat on the bass drum with open hi-hat during the intro.
2. Note the power of catching the and of 4 in bar 8.
3. Note that Harold catches the 2nd and 3rd quarter notes in bars 12 and 13, and then chooses to not play
that ﬁgure, and keep time when it comes around again in the melody.
4. Note the backbeat and how Harold plays it so solidly behind the band in letter A, and then behind the
trumpet melody lead in letter B.
5. At letter C, Basie plays a comping chord on the and of 4. It sounds like something a drummer would do.
Note that Harold mentions that Basie was a drummer, and that many of his ﬁlls are something a drummer
would play, or something he wanted to the drummer to recognize!
6. Note the great ﬁll into letter D.
7. Note the bass drum accents in letter D and E.
8. Again, note the power of hitting the and of 4 ﬁgure in bar 61.
9. Note the syncopated bass drum and bass in letter G (8 bars).
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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Great ﬁll into the piano solo at letter I (softer), which leads into the soft ensemble at letter J.
Note the ﬁll answer of the and of 4 in bar 122 into the downbeat of bar 123.
Note the off beat bass drum ﬁlls in bars 126-127 which are still at a soft volume.
Note the beautiful triplet ﬁll on the snare leading to the and of 3 in bar 129, and on into letter K, still at a low
volume.
Note that even though the volume is low, the time is solid and simmering.
Note the little snare ﬁll build in bar 137 that telegraphs the stronger ﬁgure on the bass drum in bar 138,
which leads to the big ﬁll into letter L.
Note the classic dynamic building triplet ﬁll in bar 141.
Note the heavy, roaring backbeat at letter L!
Note the classic Basie triplet ﬁlls in bars 145 and 149.
The hit on the bass drum on beat 2 of bar 156 really gives a ﬁnal punctuation and the volume drops
immediately, but the intensity is still there.
It is interesting to note that Harold plays a very strong 2nd beat on the bass drum in bars 152 and 156.
Harold rides it out at a low simmer, and only plays the and of 2 on the bass drum for the ﬁnal chord at the end.
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13. Master Notes — Boone Talk
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Slow blues

Harold’s Notes:
Yeah! Richard Boone! That was a very popular song with the band! (laughs!) Richard was a wonderful, fun guy.
He was SO much fun. He used to upset the trombone section, because sometimes he would have more fun
than takin’ care of business! I remember he met a girl, and followed her back to Denmark!

Performance Notes:
1. Note the hi-hat feel Harold gets behind Basie’s piano solo at A. Slow hi-hat time, with the hi-hat opening
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

on 1 and 3, but still swinging!
The bass drum, although not always written in every measure, is for the most part, on 1 and 3.
When the vocal starts, Harold plays the hi-hat exceptionally strong on 2 and 4. The time feel is a slow
blues, but the underlying time feel is strong, but quiet with a heavy groove.
Note the snare on 4 in letter C is accented to respond to the vocal.
Note the relationship between Freddie Green’s 4 beat to the bar guitar playing, and Harold’s time feel.
It’s possible that Harold switches to sticks at D, but he might also still be on brushes. It’s hard to tell from
the recording. The ﬁll at bar 37 sounds like it could be sticks.
Note Harold’s time keeping around the ﬁgures in letter E.
Note that Richard Boone’s vocals are amazing!
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14. Master Notes — Broadway
(Standing Ovation)
Style:
Medium swing

Harold’s Notes:
The chart Broadway was just one of those tunes that kind of like swung itself! It just went Broadway,
Broadway! It’s like you’re almost talking! It’s so easy to play and you just keep that swing going. And that’s
why you’d see the whole dance ﬂoor ﬁlled with Basie’s people, and all of the heads going up and down
together! They are just groovin’on it!
The reason I played the melody on the cymbal, instead of the hi-hat, was that Basie favored 4/4 swing all the
way. He didn’t do a “2” beat swing unless he had a singer, and their charts were written in that kind of feeling.
But in the Basie music, it was usually 4/4, unless it was a beautiful slow ballad that just kept moving a little.
But always the bass was in “4.” So that’s why, at letter A, Broadway starts out marching. Boy!
Again, I think I was one of the ﬁrst drummers with Basie who could read, and really sight read. When Sonny
Payne was with the band, they didn’t have that many drum charts at all. And again, Freddie would have to
hip me up to as to what to leave out. At ﬁrst, I was hitting everything I could! But it was great to have a team
partner in the rhythm section that would give me ideas and suggestions.

Performance Notes:
1. Just listen to the great time playing, and note where the ﬁgures are accented and where they are not.
2. On the Basie intro, Harold plays time on the hi-hat. Note how smooth and musical it is!
3. At letter A, Harold plays a nice ride beat on the mini cup A Zildjian 20” ride with three rivits. It sounds
great on this recording. Note the comfortable and solid feeling of his beat.
4. Harold keeps the ﬂow into letter B, and doesn’t make a big deal out of the ﬁgures. As he explained, it’s
about the groove!
5. Behind the trumpet solo at B, Harold just keeps time without a lot of busy, distracting comping.
6. Harold lifts the band with accents into letter D, and then hits that downbeat in bar 33, letting the band
ﬁgure carry the ﬂow into the tenor solo. Even though Harold does play ﬁlls, the time feel stays solid, and
there is no distraction from the groove!
7. Note that in the background at letter E, Harold lets the band ﬁgures stand alone, but in the second bar of
each phrase, plays a snare hit on the and of 3 to give the ﬁgures a lift.
8. At letter F, Harold is back to playing time behind the tenor solo.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

At letter G, the ﬁgures come back.
Note that when the trumpet solo starts, there is no change in that dance groove swing. It’s still romping!
And here comes that backbeat at letter J, slightly heavier the second time!
At letter K, the dynamics are back down for the piano solo, and on to the ﬁnal melody at letter L.
Note that Basie and the band play the ending, with just a little hint of hi-hat from Harold.

At bar 33, I played the downbeat, which is a case where you lead them into that section. And interesting to
note, there is not a lot of busy comping behind the soloists. I’ll say that is deﬁnitely old school, because that’s
where we came from-before the drummers got good enough to keep up with the soloist. And my soloists
were like Sweets, Lockjaw, Al Grey, and there was melody there. So we could just play, as we called it, rocking
chair! And for that backbeat section, there is no shufﬂe — just a solid backbeat.
And at a later period, as time went on, I would probably play more of the ﬁgures Basie played. Like in letter L,
the and of 3 in bar 99. Those were his signals for the drummer to hit them.
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Opposite, left to right: Harold Jones, Nancy and President Reagan.
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15. Master Notes — Bye Bye Blackbird
(Tilburg/Nassau)
Style:
Fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
This is an instrumental from a concert with Ella Fitzgerald. I did one concert with Basie with her at the Tivoli
Gardens, and one at the Santa Monica Civic.

Performance Notes:
1. This sounds like a small version of Basie’s big band, possibly written just to feature the tenor solo.
2. Note Harold’s four bar time and comping drum solo, and ﬁll into the four bar band intro at the top.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Note the great ﬁlls in those four bars.
Great time and easy, supportive playing, even at this brisk tempo behind the sax melody.
Note the minimal catching of the background ﬁgures throughout A and the bridge at B.
At bar 33, Letter C, note the classic downbeat and release, playing the bass drum on 4, as often used by
the great jazz players and a great example of jazz comping.
Although it is not notated in the part, the same approach occurs in bar 41, letter D, right after the ﬁgures
to begin the tenor solo.
Note the great time feel through the ﬁrst tenor chorus — bars 41-73.
The second tenor sax chorus starts at letter G, bar 73. Note Harold doesn’t play the ﬁgure, but reacts to
it, with that same 1 on the snare drum and 4 on the bass drum.
Great time and just a little comping behind the second tenor chorus. Note that same ﬁll at letter I!
And there it is again at letter J, at the start of the third chorus, bar 105.
Great catching of the ﬁgures in bars 111, and 112 on the snare.
Great method of keeping good, down the middle time for the tenor solo, but still reacting and
orchestrating with the band at letters K and L.
Note the way Harold gets around the ﬁgures in bar 135. He’s playing rhythms in the spaces to help the
ﬁgures, as opposed to just doubling them.
Great, classic Harold-Basie ﬁlls from O to the end.
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16. Master Notes — Cherokee
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Fast swing

Performance Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Harold’s Notes:
This chart is a feature for tenor sax player Eddie Lockjaw Davis. You can hear that I am playing the cross
stick on 2 and 4 in order to keep everyone together. Yes. It was deﬁnitely necessary to wood chop on this one!
I had to play many of the ﬁgures on the bass drum, as I had to keep that wood chop going. My hands were
tied! Yes — deﬁnitely necessary to do that on something this fast. And on a chart like this, I don’t play the full
ride beat, I play a simpliﬁed version with the skip beat on 2, and a quarter note on 4. It’s never a straight ride
beat. And it is FAST!

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

I don’t really remember the chart, per se. But the focus is to play that 2 and 4 on the rim and lock it in!
And at a tempo this fast, it is really about survival! The bass drum downbeats on 1 really help keep the time,
and it sets up all those horns players taking a breath together.
Basie was over at that piano, and after we had played the song two or three times, he knew enough to look up
at me to see when I was looking at him, and he’d do a motion with his hands on the down beat. And he gave
me many of those down beats. That’s why I always say that any drummer who plays with Basie’s band these
days, with Basie no longer being here, won’t have that frame of reference — they can only play what they
hear. But in those days, Basie could give me many of those downbeats. And that’s Cherokee! Survival!!!
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Great, strong intro, with Harold catching and ﬁlling the ﬁgures in the ﬁrst four bars.
Great pickup ﬁll, just by hitting the tom in bar 8.
Note the bass drum accents in bars 9-13.
Note the same great single tom note ﬁll in bar 16 into letter A.
Note the solid, but musical and not out of context, bass drum on the down beat of A.
Starting from letter A, note the great, solid as a rock time feel, with the steady rim clicks on 2 and 4,
which are played throughout the chart.
Bar 29 illustrates the ﬁrst catch of a horn ﬁgure, on the and of 2, and use of the bass drum while the
2 and 4 rim clicks and cymbal time keep going without any hesitation.
More ﬁgures are played with just the bass drum in letter B, the second A section of the song.
Note the ﬁgure in bar 47-48. Harold kicks it with just one bass drum hit on the and of 1 in bar 48.
Note the way Harold hits ﬁgures with the bass drum in the fourth bar of the bridge, bar 52, on 2 and the
and of 4.
Note the and of 4 of the ﬁgure in bar 60, and in the ﬁgures 61-64. The ﬁgures are caught and the time
keeps rolling along.
Classic downbeat and beat four in bar 65.
Note the ﬁgures through the rest of the melody to the break, and on into the tenor solo at G.
Note Harold plays through the ﬁgure in bar 114 (bridge), and then when it comes around again in
bar 118, he just catches the and of 4 with the bass drum.
Note that in letter J, Harold hits the downbeat of bar 121, but doesn’t try to catch the ﬁgure in that bar as
well. He does catch the and of 2 in bars 122 and 123. He also catches the ﬁgures in bars 125 and 127.
Notice Harold catching the heavy band ﬁgures in letter M, while still romping on that 2 and 4 on the rim!
Harold doesn’t catch the ﬁgures in N, but plays those downbeats at O, in bars 169-171 to help the ﬁgures.
Check out those bass drum ﬁlls in bar 175 that set up the next section at letter P.
Note the ﬁgures in P, Q, and R.
Note the four bars of time at letter S, and the single snare ﬁll on 1 in bar 201 to set up the 3 quarter
notes and the ending.
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17. Master Notes — Cherry Point
(Standing Ovation)
Style:
Medium swing

Harold’s Notes:
That’s the closed hi-hat with the stick hitting the rod of the hi-hat. This comes from the Basie tradition, all
the way back to Papa Jo! Basie didn’t tell me to do it, he just assumed that I would do it. Freddie might have
looked at me strong if I did something else, and I knew it wasn’t right! I switched to the cymbal when the
trumpet solo started. This was probably one of those charts where the solo section was open, and the next
section would be cued. And I’m just playing time behind the solo, not many ﬁlls. And Sweets! He would go out
front for the solo, not play it from the back.
After the strong band section, when it goes to the piano solo, I stayed on the cymbal, but changed sounds.
This was one of these 18” mini cups. And after the solo, I go down to the big ride cymbal. It sounds like it got
softer, yet it’s a big cymbal sound, and you need that big cymbal to have more room to build. And it builds!
And eventually, those last triplets went out of tempo. Basie would give those last three! He’d look up at me
and go rap- rap- bow and I would just follow his cues. And those triplets with the accents on the last part of
the triplet — it’s just the way I heard those kind of ﬁlls. I listened to a whole lot of recordings of Jo Jones and
Sonny Payne, just to try to hear what sounded good with what they played with the band. And then I started
to add my own, and subtract! And as far as those ﬁlls go, there is a difference between a triplet and two 8th
notes, you know, and I mean — just to get it musically with the band! And for those rolls at the end, I was
doing a few little ﬁve stroke rolls with the left hand! I still use that little lick!
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Performance Notes:
1. Basie starts the song with a solo 4 bars, and the drums enter for the next 8 bars.
2. Note Harold’s hi-hat playing, phrasing and sound, with the stick on the rod of the hi-hat.
3. Basie plays the ﬁrst solo at A, Harold still on the hi-hat. Then open to the cymbal for the 2nd and 3rd
chorus solos, played by Sweets Edison on trumpet. Note Harold’s great time feel and the strong, solid
hi-hat on 2 and 4.
4. Classic Harold signature triplet ﬁll in bar 29 to set up the ﬁgure in bar 30.
5. A little 5 stroke roll ﬁll in bar 31.
6. Harold just plays time and lets those ﬁgures in letter C go, until the classic ﬁll in bar 45.
7. Another little 5 stroke roll in the ﬁll in bar 46, and then back down dynamically.
8. Same dynamic in letter D, until the big ﬁll in bar 57.
9. Note Harold switching to the 18” mini cup for the piano solo at letter F, at bar 62.
10. Back to the big cymbal at letter H.
11. Note the build from H to I, and the backbeat easing in at bar 92.
12. Note the great big band shout with backbeat at letter I, bar 98.
13. Note the really special 5 stroke roll ﬁlls in bars 108-109.
14. Note the great quarter note triplet ﬁll in the bar 111, the last bar.
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18. Master Notes — Close To You
(Tilburg/Nassau)
Style:
Easy-medium swing

Harold’s Notes:
This track is taken from a rare recording containing two concerts: A 1969 concert of the Basie band at La
Cabaret Casino in Nassau, Bahamas, and a 1971 concert of the Basie band with Ella Fitzgerald in Tilburg,
Holland. The CD has me listed as the drummer for both performances, while on the internet, Ed Thigpen is
listed as the drummer on some of the tracks. But it’s hard to tell from this particular recording who played
what! Regardless of who played on these with Ella, I am glad to include them in this book and I hope students
will ﬁnd these performances by Ella and the Basie band inspiring and helpful!
I do remember when I left Basie, my next gig was to join Ella’s group. And the ﬁrst concert we did when I was
with Ella was to play with Basie’s band! So, it was like I never left!

Performance Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

This is a light, swing version of the classic Carpenter’s song.
Harold plays a nice groove throughout, with great ﬁlls between each section.
Note the nice ﬁll, with accent on the toms in bar 4 to set up the song.
Note the great ﬁll in bars 19 and 20 to lead into the bridge.
Note the nice ﬁll in bars 28-29 as a lead into letter C.
Note the same great ﬁll in bars 36 and 37 to lead into the bridge.
The ﬁll in bar 44 into the last melody is just quarter notes played with the melody.
Note the interesting ﬁll in bar 52 between the cymbal and the toms (the only time in any of these charts
he plays anything like that).
9. Note the tom roll in bar 57.
10. Note the cued ending.

Opposite: Ella Fitzgerald.
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19. Master Notes — Corner Pocket
(Standing Ovation)
Style:
Medium-fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
Yeah! Something so simple can be so swingin’. This is one of my favorite tunes, and we played this almost
every night. It’s hard to believe that the piano at the intro was really leading the band, but it was! As far as
how I played the band ﬁgures, sometimes drummers can play too much. I tried to accentuate the accents to
help the music, but not play the entire ﬁgure. And that triplet ﬁll at the end should be rhythmical. With that
particular ﬁll, make sure that it lasts until the band ﬁgure, and that it matches. That ending is always the same.
Freddie Green would tell me where to start that last ﬁll, like “take it away,” and the less Basie would play, the
earlier Freddie would tell me to come in! That ﬁll wasn’t written, but that was the way you were supposed
to do it, from the old times! Basie never told me what to play, but I would go back and listen to the earlier
recordings and just copy it, and do it my way. That was one of my favorite endings. Guys wouldn’t put much
feeling into it unless they heard that ﬁll.
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Performance Notes:
1. This chart is an adventure in swing big band playing. There is so much to study, learn and enjoy.
2. Basie starts the intro. It’s a slightly odd ﬁgure until you get used to it, and then it’s more obvious. Harold
plays the and of 1 and 3 in bars 4 and 5, and 8 and 9 with the piano and bass.
3. Classic Harold 5-stroke roll ﬁll in the ﬁgure in bar 11 into the tune.
4. The melody is written in eighth notes (swing) and it is there for a reference. Note Harold’s comping and
the way he orchestrates the ﬁgures in bars 19, 20 and 21.
5. Note the bass drum dropped in the hole on beat 4 in bar 22.
6. Note the comping in bars 25 and 26.
7. Harold plays the classic 4-1 in bars 46 and 47, between the ﬁgures behind the trumpet solo.
8. It happens again in letter G, bar 62-63.
9. Note the ands of 2 and 4 in bars 68 and 69.
10. Although not written in the part, note the time feel and comping behind the tenor solo at H.
11. There’s that signature 5-stroke roll lead-in ﬁll in bar 109.
12. Note the switch in dynamics at letter I.
13. Harold hits beat 4 with the piano in bar 110, but this time it’s light, and he plays it on the open hi-hat.
14. Note the great building off beat ﬁll in bars 113 into 114.
15. It goes back down again for the repeat, and then builds again with the same type of ﬁlls.
16. Note the classic Harold triplet ﬁll in 120 and orchestration of the ﬁgure in 121.
17. It goes back down in dynamic at letter K, and there’s the hi-hat on beat 4 in bar 130.
18. Note the big building ﬁll into 134.
19. There, again, is the Harold signature triplet ﬁll in bars 136-137.
20. Note Harold’s comping style ﬁlls in bars 139 and 141 around the ﬁgures.
21. There are those 5-stroke roll ﬁlls again, between the ﬁgure in bar 147.
22. Great triplet ﬁll bar in 149.
23. Beautiful building roll in bar 152 to the downbeat of 1 in bar 153.
24. Back down for the piano solo at letter N, bar 154.
25. Nice little buzz accent ﬁlls in bar 159 into the monstrous triplet ﬁll in bars 160 and 161.
26. Big shout chorus ﬁlls at O!
27. Back at down at 166 for the last hint of melody.
28. And then that great, light but rhythmical, triplet ﬁll in bar 172.
29. Light, but rhythmically accurate catching of the ﬁgure in the last bar!
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20. Master Notes — Cute
(Jazzfest Masters)
Style:
Fast swing (drum feature)

Harold’s Notes:
I don’t ever remember playing this that fast! Wow! And great playing from Eric Dixon! We didn’t play Cute with
Basie that often. But anytime I go to any band camp, or clinic, they always want to play Cute. And when I play
it, I play a slower, easier tempo. This does seem a bit fast as I listen to it now, but if Basie played it at this
tempo, that’s the way it was supposed to go! Because he had a really great sense of the tempo of any song.
You know how some ﬁgures are written where you can’t play them too fast. However, I must admit that on the
road, the original songs that were in the studio always seemed to get a little brighter. Boy! If you went back six
months later, everything was a little up from where it started. And as far as the brushes I was using, if it was
earlier during my time with Basie, I used metal brushes. Later, I switched to plastic.

Performance Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

This is a well known drum feature for brushes all the way.
Basie starts for 4 bars, and then drums enter with light time for 8 bars.
4 bar brush solo at bar 14, and into the phrases of the melody at letter A.
Note the melody and solo exchanges at A, B and C. The solo is interesting and dynamic, but the groove and
time feel is clearly deﬁned. You can feel the pulse throughout all of the solo breaks.
32 bar drum solo at E. It’s a tap-dance style solo, again, interesting and dynamic, but within the Basie
style and Harold’s time feel has incredible clarity.
After the drum solo is the sax soli at F. Note the comping ﬁlls around the ﬁgures.
The snare and bass on beats 4-1, in bars 118-119, were probably dictated by Basie.
Great ensemble ﬁgures in G and H, and a two bar triplet solo back to the melody phrases at I.
Note the tag at letter J, and then great triplet solo to set up the cute ﬁll in bar 170, and the ending.
Great brush playing by Harold, and again, great time feel and clarity during the solos.
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21. Master Notes — Down For Double
(Standing Ovation)
Style:
Up tempo swing

Harold’s Notes:
Good to get to hear this again! It’s great to have these ﬁgures written out, but that’s just to keep me so
I know where they are, when I DO want to add to the accents. Like in the eighth-note phrases in bar 78,
when I wouldn’t join in until halfway, and THEN let it go up loud. There’s one point in particular, where I heard
myself do a big bomb into the downbeat of letter J. According to the way it’s written, the other guys are doing
after beats, or they are doing it on the and. That’s a case of where I heard it the way Basie would hear it.
And that downbeat leads into that section. That’s something that’s kind of like an unwritten rule. Hitting that
downbeat takes it to the next level, rather than playing the ﬁgure with the band.
As far as the approach to hitting parts of the ﬁgures, and downbeats, the ﬁrst time you play any song, if you
ain’t never heard it before, always play it like it’s vanilla ice cream! Don’t put any ﬂavorings or any colors or
things for yourself. You have to really hear what the music is saying before you can insert your parts into it.
The beginning, for example. I don’t play any of the ﬁgures in bars 5-6. I just lock to the guitar and play as one
rhythm section sound. And the only thing I play, as far as ﬁlls, in letter A, was the snare on 1 in bar 16, as a
setup for the ﬁgure. And you see now, I heard Basie play something there on 4 in bar 12, which is where I would
eventually put something. At the time of this recording, it was probably still so new, that he heard that space and
played it, as it was a place where something should have been. And that’s because he was a drummer!
As far as other things in the chart, on the four bar drum solo at 113, I ended with 8th notes so the whole band
would know when to come in, and they could all take a breath together.
This is a good one for a young drummer to start out on, because you’re only expected to play time. Keep it
in there nice and tight, so you can hear the phrasing. And just to note, Freddie Green didn’t really play the
two and four accents when he was playing time. It might have sounded like that sometimes, when we got to
marching, because of the way he did it. It might have gotten a little bit like that. But it was really all four beats,
but with feeling! I have the hardest time ﬁnding guitar players who know how to do that, mainly because most
of them play electric guitar. Very few of them own just an acoustic guitar, which is how you get that feeling.
Freddie played acoustic, never electric! It was NEVER ampliﬁed and it didn’t matter if it was a concert hall or
a football stadium! He would not let anyone amplify the guitar, because his feeling was right there, like a heart
beat, and it was not supposed to be out there.
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And when I think of the way I played the ride cymbal beat, it was pretty much even quarter notes with the
guitar, and then I felt myself ﬂoat into a little more uneven accent on the two and four by simply moving on it.
And then, if I heard a phrase coming up where somebody was taking a breath, and I knew there was going
to be a hole, I’d put in the whole ding — dingta-ding — dingta-ding — dingta-ding. And then when I heard
them come back in, I almost go back into the single quarter note ride beat to keep it solid. And as far as
the hi-hat, I do play it very loudly. I pretty much play with the heal up, and I don’t rock back and forth. Now,
sometimes on something a little slower, I’m double timing with my leg, so I don’t rush that slow thing, but I do
play the hi-hat with the heal up.

Performance Notes:
1. As Harold mentioned, he plays solid time with very little ﬁlls on the intro. Note that he goes down to the
hi-hat for bars 7 and 8.
2. In letter A, the only ﬁll he hits is in bar 16.
3. Note that Basie hit on 4, in bar 12.
4. He still keeps the solid time feel in the bridge at B, with very few ﬁlls. Notice there are no ﬁlls on the
anticipated ﬁgures in bars 23-24.
5. Note the eighth note comping to lead into the ﬁgures at E, and the way Harold orchestrates the ﬁgures in
bars 39-42.
6. Back down for the piano solo at G.
7. Still great time, and minimal comping behind the trumpet solo at H.
8. Note the great comping ﬁgures and build in 77-78, and the great ﬁlls, 79-82 as a build into letter J.
9. Great energy and time behind the tenor solo at 87, and great ﬁgure orchestration, bars 89-95.
10. Note the tenor solo and ﬁgures, and what Harold plays around them in bars 99-112.
11. Great four bar set up solo, bars 113-117. Note Harold, as he described above, plays eighth notes to
clarify the time and set up the band ﬁgures at N.
12. Check out how he plays the shout ﬁgures at O, but also plays some comping ﬁlls and parts of phrases in
bars 128 and 130.
13. Back down for the piano solo at P.
14. Great build and ﬁlls in bars 139 and 140.
15. Note the classic way Harold orchestrates the ﬁgures in letter Q. He hits the downbeat in bar 141 on
the bass drum, then 3 on the snare, catches the ﬁgure on the and of 4, plays the and of 4 in bar 142,
nothing in 143, the and of 2 in 144, the and of 1 and 2 in 145, and the full ﬁgure in 146. This is Harold’s
signature approach, and no other big band drummer does it this way. It’s brilliant and groundbreaking.
16. Out for the Basie ending in bar 147, and then in on the ﬁnal beat 4 in bar 148.
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22. Master Notes — Every Tub
(Standing Ovation)
Style:
Fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
Yeah! And see, I hit on 1, in that next to last bar. I think that became essential, so that everybody knew where
1 was! And I didn’t play the rim on 2 and 4 at the beginning, but it comes in at letter H. And I played that
rim to hold the band together, because there are so many ﬁgures and the tempo is so fast. And that way,
everybody hears the 2 and 4, and REALLY hears it, and again it’s mainly to hold the band together. But you
didn’t want it to become an overbearing sound and you keep that backbeat going and catch the ﬁgures with
the bass drum. And when playing time, even at that tempo, I play the bass drum on all 4 beats. This chart was

Performance Notes:
1. The main thing to note on this chart is the difference in the way Harold plays before H, and after H.
He starts by playing great swing time, with some bass drum down beats and a few ﬁlls, and then after H,
it’s 2 and 4 on the rim all the way to the end! The accents are almost always played with the bass drum
while the 2 and 4 keeps the swing and keeps the band together.
2. But, as Harold notes in his comments: “You play that 2 and 4, but you make it groove and NOT sound
overbearing.” The 2 and 4 must not sound annoying and stiff.
3. Note that to set up the syncopated ﬁgures in bars 27 and 28, all Harold does is play 1 in bar 27.
It happens again in bar 31 and 32. And that sets the tone for all the ﬁgures throughout the song.
Just follow the chart!

deﬁnitely a ﬂag waiver. We played it at the ballrooms and dances, and in the 3rd set and 4th set, some nights!
4 different sets! And it was a ﬂag-waver to feature Lockjaw, or Sweets.
And interesting about the set, Basie would come up with it, but on the stage, I can’t recall knowing what we
were going to play before we hit the stand. He would start playing something before each tune in his piano
introduction. Sometimes he would sit there and play for 8 to16 bars, while the guys were getting out the
charts, or rather the NEW guys were getting out the charts! You could tell what tune it was going to be by
his introduction! And I liked having the charts there in the beginning, but after that, Basie always wanted me
to look at him. I think that’s when I really started playing with the music, without reading. Otherwise, if your
head is in the written part, you can only go so far on that chart. Once you get your head out of there, you
are hearing everybody, and you can hear when you should do those accents. And I didn’t necessarily watch
the bass player, because he was behind me, but I would look at Basie and also keep an eye on that horn
player, the soloist. Because guys like Lockjaw could do a wooosh and then leave it for a minute. And if you
are looking at him, you knew he left it for a minute, and he put it down, standing there posing or something
(laughs). Otherwise you’d have to wonder! So Basie really taught me to play with your eyes OPEN! Unless you
are taking your solo!
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23-24. Master Notes — Every Day I Have The Blues
(Concert Inedit Salle, The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Medium swing shufﬂe

Harold’s Notes:
The Joe Williams version was a classic, and he had such incredible time. Vi Redd was great, and a great
person, and also played saxophone. She didn’t tour with us alot, but she did do a tour with us to Europe, and
that is probably where this was recorded.
These versions really swing hard, and you don’t have to add too much to it. And they are good versions for
students to notice, as you don’t have to play a lot of extra things. You just play time and let it swing.

Performance Notes:
1. These are two interesting and different versions. The Joe Williams starts with a piano into, and the
Vi Redd right on it with a drum pickup on 4. In the Joe Williams version, the band plays before Joe is
announced, and on the Vi Redd version, she is announced before the band starts.
2. As mentioned, the Joe Williams version has a band section at A and B, before the vamp where Joe is
introduced.
3. Check out the classic Basie syncopated drum ﬁll in bar 25 of the Joe Williams version.
4. The ﬁgures in the Joe Williams versions at letters E, F, and G are written with just the accents. In the Vi
Redd version, the full ﬁgures are written. You’ll notice they are basically the same in both versions.
5. In the Joe Williams version, there are repeats, and you’ll notice the comping accents and ﬁlls are slightly
different on the repeat. On the Vi Redd version, there are no repeats and all of the comping and ﬁlls are
written in the part.
6. Note the different ﬁlls on the ending. The Joe Williams version has those quarter note triplets, and the Vi
Redd version has a different ﬁll.
7. They both swing with a deep groove and are a great analysis tool for anyone interested in learning to play
swing behind a vocalist!
8. Note that the Vi Redd version has been available for viewing as a live concert video excerpt on YouTube.
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25-26. Master Notes — From This Moment On
(Live In Paris, Send In The Clowns)
Style:
Two versions: fast swing sax feature, and Sarah Vaughan vocal with Basie

Harold’s Notes:
The Sarah Vaughan version, WOW! And that’s an album version! As far as this track with Sarah Vaughan, it’s
especially tricky because you don’t want to step on any words, and yet you have to sometimes lead into those
sections, and you have to come out of those sections with ﬁlls. And when you are coming out of something,
she might be coming back in with the next one to start up. Man! Maybe they took care of that in the mix
(laughs!). As far as the ﬁgures, arranger Sammy Nestico was hip enough that he didn’t nail me down to have
to write down “ﬁll,” but then he would give me what the horn line was so I could ﬁll and interpret the music.
This was a hard chart to get down in one take. But they probably only went over something like letter G a few
times, because that’s a whole tutti section ﬂying! But the recording went pretty quickly!

Performance Notes:
1. These are two different versions (one instrumental and one vocal) of the song From This Moment On.
It’s great to study and compare the two versions. The instrumental is much faster.
2. On the instrumental version, it starts with an 8 bar drum solo. Note how Harold starts with time, and then
adds left hand comping, and then plays more of a solo in the last 4 bars. He hits 2 in both bars 4 and 8.
3. The sax plays the melody in letters A and B, and the time always has intensity, although it’s not that loud.
4. On the ﬁgures in letter C, Harold hits the downbeat with the bass drum in bars 43, 45, 47, 49, and 51.
5. Note that he lets the ﬁgures go by in bars 53-56.
6. Note the sax break in bar 74, the pickup ﬁll in 76, and into the solo at E.
7. Note how Harold orchestrates the ﬁgures in letters E-J.
8. This arrangement features a switch to half time in bar 175.
9. Note the incredible ﬁlls in K, and the fake Basie ending!
10. Note the great ﬁlls from 188 to the end! Incredible!
11. For the vocal version, note that Sarah starts with an amazing a cappella vocal, then cued sax into
trumpet eighth notes in bars 2-3 leading to the strong snare drum downbeat in bar 4.
12. Play time at A into the ﬁgures at B. Notice how Harold plays behind Sarah!
13. Note snare drum on 1 and 3 in bars 20-22, and then the ﬁgure in bar 23.
14. Note the bass drum hits in bars 24-27, and again 32-35.
15. Note the band buildup into letter E and G, and Harold’s special orchestration of the ﬁgures.
16. Note the buildup into J, the ﬁlls and the last 8 melody from L to the end.
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27. Master Notes — Fun Time
(Basie Straight Ahead)
Style:
Medium swing

Harold’s Notes:
There is a break in the ﬁfth bar after L that is a Basie piano ﬁll. You really didn’t know what he was going to
do, and you knew it was going to be light, and it was really hard for me to play that ﬁll in bar 106. And I didn’t
know WHAT to do. The goal was to not get in his way, and not step on him, because you wouldn’t know what
Basie was going to play. And in the ﬁgure coming out of the break, I just played with the saxophones, staying
out of the way. But Basie did play his kind of ﬁlls in time, as he was originally a drummer.

Performance Notes:
1. This classic chart is performed frequently by many middle, high school, and college big bands.
2. Note the beginning time feel, where Harold plays a strong hi-hat and light time on the cymbal.
3. Note what Harold plays in bars 6-7. He catches the ﬁrst beat (the and of 4) and the third beat (the and of 1)
of the three beat ﬁgure. Brilliant!
4. Note Harold’s great time feel, comping and ﬁgure set ups in A through E! (Examples would include
playing the ands of 4 in bars 13-16; his roll into the down beat at B; the way he orchestrates the off beat
eighth notes in bars 22 and 41.
5. Note the comping behind the piano and ﬂute solos.
6. At letter I, in bar 79, he plays a snare hit on the and of 3 that is a perfect complement to the ﬁgure.
7. Check out the comping and ﬁlls, bars 81-85, which are just amazing. Note the little buzz stroke on the
and of 3 in bar 81, the ﬁgure in 83.
8. Great ﬁlls in K and L. Note that he plays most of the quarter note triplet ﬁgure in bar 99, and a great set
up into L.
9. 105-109 are those breaks that Harold mentioned. He plays them perfectly.
10. Great comping and build from letter M to the end.
11. Note that in bar 113, Harold plays the snare on the and of 1, the bass drum on the and of 2, the snare
on the and of 3, and the bass drum on the and of 4.
12. Note the ﬁlls on the strong ending!
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28. Master Notes — Good Time Blues
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Medium swing

Harold’s Notes:
You can tell from this piano solo that Basie liked Thelonius Monk! The average person wouldn’t have reacted
to it that way. And somehow, at letter D, I was doing that backbeat on the rim with the click sound. I guess it
needed it, right there where it was, and the next thing I knew, it wasn’t there. It stops at letter E. It was just
a little lock in at that particular time. During the four bar solo, under those ﬁgures, you keep your eye on the
bigger picture and keep that solo in the feeling of the song. It’s about playing good time ( Good Time Blues!)
and not overplaying the ﬁgures so that it takes away from the time feel.

Performance Notes:
1. This is a fun, right down the middle swing chart.
2. Notice the piano intro.
3. Although not written in the drum part, notice Harold’s comping behind Basie’s Thelonius Monk-like piano
solo A and B.
4. Great ﬁlls and ﬁgures in letter C, setting up the Melody in D.
5. Note the little 5 stroke roll ﬁll into the and of 4 in bar 35.
6. Note the rim clicks mentioned by Harold in letter D that he played instinctively, as he felt that is what the
music required.
7. Note what Harold plays on the bass drum in letter in E, starting with the ﬁgures in bar 56.
8. Great Harold ﬁll in bar 67.
9. Note how Harold orchestrates the ﬁgures in letter G, and the great ﬁll in bar 87.
10. Note the comping ﬁlls around the ﬁgures in bars 91 and 95, and through letter I.
11. Great 4 bar building drum solo in letter K.
12. The backbeat and strong bass drum ﬁgures for the shout chorus come in at letter L.
13. Great triplet ﬁll in bar 129.
14. Note the offbeat bass drum ﬁlls in bar 130.
15. Dynamics start to come down in bar 132.
16. Typical Harold orchestration, catching the and of 3 and the and of 4 of the ﬁgure in bar 134.
17. Note the break at the end of bar 137.
18. Note the second and third part of the triplet ﬁll and the holds in the last bar.
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29. Master Notes — Hay Burner
(Basie Straight Ahead)
Style:
Medium shufﬂe/swing

Harold’s Notes:
We played this chart frequently on the road. Basie liked it and would pick it just by the name alone, if he
couldn’t think of something! A hay burner was a name for a slow horse, and Basie was a horse racing fan!
The one thing I noticed in reading it, is that letter D is a 10 bar phrase. It was originally part of the Straight
Ahead session, and we sight read it at the recording.

Performance Notes:
1. This is a classic Basie chart, and Harold is brilliant throughout. It starts with a little four note, “ruff-like”
drum pickup. It’s not really a shufﬂe, but has a backbeat in parts and has a shufﬂe inﬂuence.
2. The bass is in “2” for the ﬁrst 8 bar piano solo, and again into the melody at A.
3. Note the backbeat around the ﬁgures at C. Harold plays JUST that backbeat, on 2 and 4. It grooves, but
doesn’t overpower the band or take away from the ﬁgures.
4. Great ﬁll set up in bars 32-33.
5. Back to the melody and bass in “2,” at D.
6. Note the extended 10 bar phrase and the great lead-in ﬁll in bar 43.
7. Note the way Harold sets up the and of 2 and 4 in bar 44.
8. Great 5 stroke roll ﬁll on the and of 3 in bar 45 to set up the and of 4.
9. Instead of doubling the two 16th notes on 1 in bar 46, Harold just hits the down beat. It works just as
well, and there is no hiccup in the time.
10. Note the way Harold orchestrates bar 48 with offbeats on 2, 3 and 4, under the ﬁgure.
11. In letter F, the band comes down for the Basie piano solo, and the ﬁgures behind it. Harold only plays
time, and a few comping notes, such as in bar 55 on the and of 3.
12. Note the build up ﬁll in bar 59, with the and of 3 and beat 4 on the tom, and then we’re back to the
backbeat at letter G.
13. Note the build up, bass ﬁgure and 9 bar phrase at letter I. Great, classic drum solo pickup in bar 83 into 84.
14. Note Harold’s comping and ﬁgure orchestration in letter J and K, building to the backbeat at letter L.
15. Note the 10 bar phrase at M. Note the ﬁll on the and of 4 into 1, in bars 117 into 118.
16. Note Harold’s orchestration of the last 8 bars! He plays accents on parts of some ﬁgures and not others.
He plays ﬁlls on some ﬁgures, but not all. A classic study in big band drumming, groove, textures and
ﬁgure orchestration.
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30. Master Notes — Hittin’ Twelve
(Tilburg/Nassau)
Style:
Fast swing

Performance Notes:
1. The intro by Basie is slightly cryptic, and sounds differently on different recordings. On the live with Ella
recording, these rhythms are an approximation of what Basie played. The and of 1 and and of the ﬁgures
in bars 3 and 4 indicate the time and where the rhythm section should enter.
2. The rhythm section and Basie play 12 bars intro with a drum pickup into letter A.
3. Harold hits the bass drum on the down beat of every other bar, around the ﬁgures in A. He does this almost
all of the time, and plays the same thing on the repeat of the melody. It really helps lock in the ﬁgures.
4. Notice how Harold orchestrates bar 27, just by playing the ands of 2 and 4 in the ﬁgure.
5. In the second ending, note how Harold plays the bass drum on the down beat, and plays the and of 4 as
important parts of the ﬁgure, instead of playing the entire ﬁgure.
6. Note the great building drum solo in bars 36-37.
7. Harold plays 1 of bar 38 at letter B to set up the ﬁgure.
8. Notice what Harold plays in bar 39, helping the impact of the ﬁgure.
9. Note the great Harold triplet ﬁll in bar 41 into bar 42.
10. Note the great ﬁll in bar 46 into bar 47.
11. It’s interesting how Harold answers the background ﬁgures with an after ﬁll (bars 62-63, etc.)
12. Take the D.S to the sign and then to the coda, and a great 4 bar solo (bars 86-89).
13. Note the great shout chorus at letter F, Harold’s ﬁlls, and the ﬁgures he chooses to play!
14. Note the 4 bar drum solo on the ﬁrst ending, bars 98-101, and then back to F.
15. Note the ﬁll in the second ending, bars 102-103.
16. Note the break at the end of bar 103, and Basie ending, bars 104-105, with a big ﬁll on the ﬁnal hold on
beat 4. Note Harold’s in-time extra ﬁlls under the hold.
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31. Master Notes — I Gotta Right To Sing The Blues
(Send In The Clowns)
Style:
Slow swing ballad

Harold’s Notes:
Sarah was singing live, but in a recording booth. Man! Just to hear her! We don’t hear enough Sarah Vaughan!
And we can thank Freddie Green for that nice, relaxed tempo! Oh, yeah! My one suggestion is just try to not
let that backbeat be overbearing! It was only in there in those really loud horn tutti sections. So just leave
it alone otherwise. I think this was recorded at Norman Grantz’ place in California, who also produced the
session. Sarah recorded in a short amount of takes — the same as Basie. I mean, 2 or 3 at the most, but
most likely 2 takes. (a second time with feeling!) And she sang it all live! She did not like to punch in.
And as far as direction, it was my own reference about it. That’s one great thing about Basie and Sarah, and
people like them. They didn’t tell you what to do. They might suggest if brushes were needed or sticks, or lay
heavy on this part, or play softer in this section, and keep it soft even though they’re playing some hits.
But they would only suggest something like that, and they never told you what to play.

Performance Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Sarah starts with an a cappella vocal, and sings the ﬁrst 8 bars. The rhythm section enters at bar 9, letter A.
Note Harold’s great, easy cymbal time feel, with Freddie Green on guitar.
The backgrounds come in at bar 13.
There is a great build into letter D, with those bass drum off beats in bar 31, and snare hits on the
downbeats in bar 32.
Note the great comping ﬁlls, and bass drum and snare backbeat groove through letter D.
The band comes down at E, and builds to the break in bar 44.
Note how Harold answers the triplet ﬁgures in bar 45 at letter F, with snare triplets.
Note the great ﬁlls into letter G, and then a great transition back down to playing time, leaving the ﬁgures clear.
Note the heavy triplet and backbeat feel in I. Note how Harold orchestrates the feel, backbeat, and ﬁlls
around the heavy band triplet ﬁgures.
Note the build into the hold on beat 3 in bar 70, and the bass drum cutoff on beat 4.
Note the triplet pickup on beat 4 of bar 72, after Sarah sings “the blues” as a downbeat.
Note the second ending in bars 73-74, and Harold’s ending ﬁlls on the hold in the last bar.
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32. Master Notes — I Got Rhythm
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Medium fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
Great, man! Yeah, Richard! I’m telling you, it was a breath of fresh air when he would come on in with his thing!

Performance Notes:
1. Basie starts and the rhythm section fades in during the 8 bar intro. Notice that Harold plays the ﬁrst 8 bar
intro on the open and closed hi-hat, and then switches to the cymbal when the vocal enters at letter A.
2. The band goes into the bridge at letter B with a little kick on the bass drum, but same dynamic behind
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Richard Boone’s vocal.
Note the great ﬁll in bar 40, leading to the band quarter note on the fourth beat.
Note the orchestration of the ﬁgure in bar 48.
Note the basic comping ﬁgures are written in from letters E to J.
Note Harold’s orchestration of the ﬁgures in letter J. He hits the downbeat and beat 4 in bars 89, 91, 93,
and 95, and then plays a little set up in bars 90, 92, and 94.
Then back to the comping, without the ﬁgures, in letter K.
Letter L is a 4 bar phrase, played 4 times. The band ﬁgures, Harold’s ﬁlls and comping are written out for
each 4 bar phrase, as he plays them slightly different each time.
Note the breaks in bars 121 and 122.
Note the great ending triplet ﬁll in bar 123.
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33. Master Notes — I Hadn’t Anyone ’Till You
(Send In The Clowns)
Style:
Easy swing with vocal

Harold’s Notes:
By the way, the drum set for this Sarah Vaughan with Basie recording was a Gretsch set, but smaller drums
than I used to have when I was with Basie. It was what I was using on the road with Sarah… maybe a 20, 12,
and 14. I think it was the white set. And this chart is another one where she just decided to add herself to the
written horn parts. The horn parts at letter J were written for the horns alone, but she just wanted to sing the
ﬁgures with them and she just decided to learn the part and add herself! And notice that on this track there is
a fade out. There were very few with a fade out. I haven’t heard these puppies in so long. You know, you think
sometimes, when you’ve loved something, or someone, and they die, you think if you wait 10 years it won’t
hurt so much… but I think it might be the other way around.

Performance Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Note Harold’s great ﬁll with the band pickups into the 8 bar intro before letter A!
The vocal comes in at letter A. Note Harold’s musical comping through the vocals at letters A -D.
Note the great ﬁlls around the ﬁgures in bars 40 and 41, leading into the band shout at letter E.
Note Harold’s ﬁlls and band ﬁgure orchestration through letter E, leading back down to the vocal entrance
at letter F.
Note the interesting little comping ﬁgures in bars 56 and 57.
Note the great time feel behind the vocal and background ﬁgures in letters G and H.
Letter I is 3 bars. Note the break on beat 4 in bar 75.
The ﬁll in bar 76 is just like the ﬁll into the intro.
Letter J is 8 bars like the intro, where Sarah, as Harold mentions, doubles the horn melody line. The 8 bar
phrase is repeated until the fade out.
Note the great ﬁlls, comping, orchestration, and time feel throughout this ending section!
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34. Master Notes — I Need To Be Bee’d With
(Live In Paris, 1972)
Style:
Easy-medium swing

Harold’s Notes:
This chart starts nice and easy, but then it really builds into a much heavier groove at letter G. Keep that
backbeat strong and solid! I will also add an occasional bass drum on the and of 1, such as in measures 81
and 82, to add intensity and impact of the backbeat.

Performance Notes:
1. An open piano solo, and then time with rhythm section behind a piano solo at letter A (closed hi-hat, Basie
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

style) starts the chart. Note Harold’s great rhythm section feel.
The last chorus starts at bar 14, building into the band ﬁgures at B. The hi-hat opens and we’re into those
two bars of intense ﬁgures at B.
Back to soft piano solo at C.
Note the trombone solo, with sax backgrounds at D, strong hi-hat on 2 and 4.
Note the backgrounds and comping at E.
Trombone solo at F.
Note the big triplet 4 bar ﬁll in bars 72-75.
There is a heavy backbeat and ﬁgures from G on out. Notice Harold’s intensity, backbeats, use of cymbals
for accents, and choices in the ﬁgures. Note what he plays and what he does not play!
Note that Harold does not play that quarter note triplet in bar 82, but keeps the backbeat rolling throughout.
Note the great ﬁll in bar 93, which sets up the eighth notes in bar 94.
Note the ritard on the last two notes of the quarter note triplet ending ﬁll.

Above: left to right: Roy Haynes, Tony Bennett, and Harold Jones.
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35. Master Notes — If You Could See Me Now
(Send In The Clowns)
Style:
Ballad

Performance Notes:
1. This is an incredible ballad. It’s brushes all the way until the build up at bar 35 into the double time at E.
Just listen to Harold’s great, solid brush time playing behind Sarah.
2. Note that Harold is heavier on the bass drum in bar 35, switches to sticks, and then plays a little pick-up 5
stroke roll into the double time section at letter E.
3. The double time only lasts 4 bars. Note the off beat, comping ﬁgures (all on the e’s) in bar 40.
4. Harold goes back to the ballad at 41, but stays on sticks.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Harold catches the ﬁgures on the bass drum in bars 51 and 52.
Note the bass drum on the cued downbeat of bar 53.
It’s back into time at bar 55 for the ending.
Note the bass drum on the downbeat of the last bar.

Above: Sarah Vaughan.
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36. Master Notes — Ill Wind
(Send In The Clowns)
Style:
Ballad/bluesy

Performance Notes:
1. This is another incredible ballad with some slow ‘bluesy’ shufﬂe feels around the ballad.
2. The vocal starts with a sax pickup right into the song at letter A.
3. Harold plays great rhythm section time with brushes throughout this ﬁrst section. Note the sound of the
brushes and dynamics of the hi-hat and bass drum.
4. Note the great little brush ﬁlls in bars 7-11, into letter B.
5. Note the light touch on the same type of ﬁgures in bars 17-19, with a light triplet ﬁll in bar 20.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Note the time feel and ﬁlls around the ﬁgures in letter C.
At letter D, bar 29 is one bar of straight eighth note feel, and then back to the regular ballad time in bar 30.
Note the switch to sticks in bar 35. Note the triplet build into letter E.
Letter E has a heavy backbeat with more eighths notes on the bass drum.
Note the great ﬁlls in bars 39-40.
Continue the heavy shufﬂe groove in bars 41 and 42, and then back down in volume, and the hold in bar 44.
Letter F, bar 45 into 46, is like the intro, with the sax ﬁgures. Drums enter on downbeat of bar 46,
switching back to brushes.
13. Note the light brush ﬁlls in bars 51-54.
14. Note that it is very quiet on the end, and note that very soft bass drum triplet after the hold.

Opposite: Sarah Vaughan.
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37. Master Notes — In A Mellow Tone
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Medium fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
I LOVE this chart! Now there’s a case where my drum ﬁlls not only led them in, but I even overlapped it! And
there are some places back in here now that I heard where Basie played something, where eventually I was
supposed to play something, like on the beat 4 followed by beat 1. And it was really more of a bell sound
playing with the piano, rather than a bass drum sound, as it sounds on this recording. If the bass drum is too
loud, it ends up overshadowing the bell sound, and it’s just the way it is recorded here. Normally the bell sound
in those ﬁgures is predominant over the bass drum.

Performance Notes:
1. What a great swinging chart! The intro starts with Basie playing the ﬁrst 4 bars of the 16 bar form. Drums
and bass enter with a Harold ﬁll into bar 5.
2. The hi-hat swing rhythm continues through letter B, behind the ﬁgures to the break in bar 32.
3. Note that the melody starts at letter C, and Harold opens up to the cymbal. Note the sound and just how
solidly Harold plays the 2 and 4 on the hi-hat throughout the chart.
4. The melody continues at letter D with backgrounds.
5. Harold plays the full ﬁgures in bars 57 and 59, and accents the and of 1, beat 3, and the and of 4 in bar 61.
It’s a very interesting way to orchestrate the ﬁgure.
6. Note the great triplet ﬁll in bar 64 into letter E.
7. Note the rises and falls in dynamics in the ﬁrst 4 bars of letter E, and how Harold helps the band execute
these phrases.
8. Note Harold’s off beat eighth notes in bar 79, into the ﬁll in bar 80, which then leads to the strong ﬁgures
at F in bars 81-82.
9. Great ﬁll in bar 83, leading to the and of 1 ﬁgure, and the quarter note triplets in bar 84.
10. The trombone solo continues until the break in bar 95, where the sax soli begins.
11. The sax soli ﬁgures are written in as a guide.
12. Note Harold’s comping and ﬁgure phrases throughout H and I.
13. Note the great triplet ﬁll in bars 127-128, with decrescendo dynamics.
14. Note Harold’s comping and ﬁlls until bars 181-182, where he plays a heavy backbeat!
15. Great ﬁlls in bars 186 and 188, leading to the break and quarter note triplet ending in bar 192.
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38. Master Notes — In The Evening, When The Sun Goes Down
(Concert Inedit Salle)
Style:
Slow blues/easy swing ballad

Performance Notes:
1. This is a great ballad to study!
2. Joe Williams’ time as a vocalist is unbelievable. Repeated listening to his phrasing and time feel would be
highly recommended and extremely educational!
3. Note Harold’s brush and time feel throughout the song. Please pay close attention to the strong sound and
placement of the hi-hat!
4. The song starts with Basie (and then bass) playing 12 bars upfront. The drums enter with a pickup in the
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

12th bar into the vocal at letter A.
Letter A is the ﬁrst chorus of the vocal.
The background and ﬂute enter behind the vocal at B.
Harold plays a little ﬁll in bar 36 leading to letter C, but that’s pretty much it, other than the time feel and
incredibly strong hi-hat.
The vocal and backgrounds continue at C, with a small ﬁll on beat 4 in bar 48, leading into the vocal at letter D.
Bars 53 and 54 are really interesting, as Joe Williams sings in double time (“Call her in the evening”, etc.),
and Harold does not change the regular ballad feel throughout!
Note the short, but effective ﬁll of just one note on the snare drum, in bar 60, leading into the last chorus
at letter E.
Switch to sticks, not at letter E, but 4 bars later! Harold disguises the change so you don’t really notice it,
and he continues subtly, but he’s ready to build at bar 69 into the last few bars of the song.
Note the backbeat with ﬁlls around the ﬁgures in bars 69-70. Note the great orchestration around the
toms of the ﬁgure in bar 71.
Note the slight retard with the ﬁgures in bars 71-72 before the big last chord in bar 73. Note the ﬂourish
and roll to the end Harold plays under the hold.

Above, left to right: Harold Jones, Joe Williams.
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39. Master Notes — Indian Summer
(Send In The Clowns)
Style:
Easy swing ballad

Harold’s Notes:
Beautiful arrangement! Yeah! This is one of those beautiful ones that I don’t think got out of the studio
because Basie didn’t really conduct. Although, for a couple of these tunes that he loved, he’d have Marshall
Royal or Bobby Plater, who was playing lead alto, conduct it. And at the session, if it was a Sammy Nestico
arrangement, Sammy would conduct it.

Performance Notes:
1. The intro illustrates Harold’s classic 5 stroke ruff ﬁll, this time with brushes and written out as the second
and third part of a triplet. It’s in the 4 bar intro, and continues in the ﬁrst 7 bars of letter A.
2. It’s brushes for just about all, and only a few little ﬁlls, like bars 30-31, in letter D.
3. At letter E, Harold plays that 5 stroke ruff ﬁll again in bars 37, 39, and 41.
4. Note the big build from bars 43-47, ending with a cymbal roll on beats 3 and 4 in bar 46, helping the big
crescendo.
5. Note the switch back to brushes in bar 49.
6. Note the break in bar 52.
7. Note the vocal formatta in bar 53.
8. Note the light downbeat on 1 in the last bar.
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40. Master Notes — It Could Happen To You
(Live In Paris, 1972)
Style:
Medium swing

Performance Notes:
1. Harold starts on sticks, and there is a drum pickup into the ﬁrst bar of the intro. Note the and of 3 and
quarter note on beat 4 on the snare and bass drum in bars 2-4, and the pickup roll on the and of 3 in bar 5.
2. The ﬂute melody starts at letter A. Note that the bass is in “2”, Harold playing brushes. He switches to sticks
during letter C, in time for the strong ﬁgures in bars 36-37, and stays on sticks throughout the chart.
3. The ﬂute solo continues at D. Note that Harold catches the offbeats in bar 45, and leads into letter E with
snare on the and of 4.
4. Note the way Harold plays the ands of 1 and 3 in bars 50 and 51, and how he kicks into the offbeat ﬁgures
of bars 52 and 53.
5. Harold’s approach stays consistent throughout the chart. Note the strong ending notes in between the ﬂute
ﬁgures at the end in bars 78-79.

Above, left to right: Tony Bennett, President Obama, and Harold Jones.
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41. Master Notes — It’s Oh, So Nice
(Basie Straight Ahead)
Style:
Medium swing

Harold’s Notes:
It’s Oh So Nice! The way it sounded in the studio is one way, that’s on this record, but by the time we took that
song on the road, a few months later, it was a second Shiny Stockings sounding song, a real hit! This became
one of my favorite songs, and it’s hard to believe, because on paper, it’s kind of vanilla! It’s amazing, again,
looking at this chart, how it became a Shiny Stockings, but it really did. Once I learned the song, the holes were
bigger and I could do more with it. And if you could make that drum ﬁll sound just like what the sound is that
you are going into, or that you just came out of, the ﬁll makes more sense. It really helps tie the music together.
And in listening to this, there are times when I just play one note of a ﬁgure, like the and of 4. When I do that,
it is because I am listening to the band, and when the trumpet players would hit it too, I tended to go for those
accents. And again, I would try to play the ﬁlls that really related to the band ﬁgures.

Performance Notes:
1. This is a classic Basie chart from the amazing recording Basie Straight Ahead. It starts with brushes,
entering on beat 2 in the ﬁrst bar. The brushes swirl, but accent 2 and 4 with the bass.
2. The band enters at bar 5, still on brushes, for a 4 bar intro.
3. Light ﬁll in bar 8, and we’re into the melody at letter A.
4. Harold orchestrates the ﬁll in bar 23 in a very interesting way, playing little ﬁlls and a roll to beat 4, setting
up the ﬁgure on the and of 4.
5. Harold plays a few ﬁlls in letter C and then switches to sticks at letter D.
6. Note the great ﬁgure orchestration in bars 41 and 42.
7. CLASSIC Harold Jones accenting the triplet off beats in bar 45 into 46!
8. Great ﬁlls throughout letters E and F, and into the solos at G and H.
9. Harold mentioned that he played the China Boy cymbal at letter I. It’s hard to hear on this recording, but it
would be a great section to switch to riding on the China, if you have one!
10. Note the great building triplet ﬁll in bar 84.
11. Nice little ruff in bar 88.
12. Note the dynamic swings! It goes down in bars 89-90, up for the ﬁgure in 92-93, and the back down again.
13. I love the little triplet ﬁll in bar 96.
14. Note the CLASSIC Harold triplet ﬁll in bars 102 into 103.
15. Note the off beats back at letter M, and the great ﬁlls and comping until the end of the chart!
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42. Master Notes — Jive At Five
(Standing Ovation)
Style:
Medium easy swing

Harold’s Notes:
Jive at Five. This is a rare song for Basie, where the bass plays in “2” at the beginning of the melody. And time
is really the focus of this chart! There is not much more to it. It’s just a nice, easy, Jive at Five!

Performance Notes:
1. Jive at Five starts with a Basie piano solo, Harold on brushes. Note Harold’s comping ﬁlls behind the piano.
2. The ﬂute melody starts at letter A with, as Harold mentions, the bass playing in “2,” and then into “4.”
3. The same feel occurs at letter B behind the band ﬁgures.
4. Note the Harold ﬁve stroke roll ﬁll on the and of 3 in bars 26 and 28. Harold uses this ﬁll, especially with
brushes, quite frequently.
5. Letter C, bar 33, illustrates the bass on 2 and 4 pattern. It is used several times in this chart. Harold doesn’t
over emphasize the backbeat on the bass drum, but his comping and feel indicate that he is aware of the
bass pattern.
6. Harold switches to sticks around bar 39.
7. Note the great ﬁll in bar 40.
8. Note the great ﬁll, bar 42 into bar 43, where Harold hits beat 1 on the tom to set up the ﬁgure.
9. Bar 44 is a classic example of Harold hitting the downbeat, and the and of 2 and the and of 3 instead of
playing the entire ﬁgure. Note the great ﬁll into bar 45.
10. Note the ﬂute solo at E, the comping in letter F, and then back to the bass offbeats for the trumpet solo in G.
11. Note Harold’s playing of the backgrounds at letter H, and the ensemble ﬁgures at I and J.
12) Letter K has a similar, sustained feel, but here the bass drops out and Basie plays 1 and 3 in each measure.
13. Letter L is similar to the melody at letter A, where the bass goes back to “2.” You can hear the cymbal drops
out in bar 106, and Harold transitions back to brushes.
14. Note that the dynamics get softer until the ending.
15. The band drops out after the ﬁgure in bar 120, and Basie plays the classic ending ﬁll in bars 121-122 at a
low dynamic. Harold then plays a very strong and of 3 and beat 4 ending.
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43—44. Master Notes — Jumpin’ At The Woodside
(Standing Ovation — The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
The Standing Ovation version, wow! That is such a fast tempo, but I am playing the bass drum on all 4 beats.
The ride cymbal beat at that tempo is not the full skip beat on 2 and 4, but the skip is there on 2 and quarter
notes on 3 and 4. I am not sure where that pattern came from, but that’s the way I heard it at this tempo. And
that ending was interesting. Very seldom did Basie want the half time ending, because that meant he had to
get up and conduct! So in very few charts did we keep on going like this. And during the shout chorus, I chose
not to play a heavy backbeat on 2 and 4, but to go with the horn ﬁgures. And I’m telling you, Basie must have
cued it in like that on the piano, because when I heard how he played the ﬁgures, I played them the same way
that he did. He would go for the horn accents, and he really showed you how to play them.
After hearing The Swingin’ Machine, Live! version, I think that for some reason, I remember THIS version more
than the other one. Although, I do remember the four bar drum solo from the other version, but it’s not in this
one. I really have no memory of why there were 2 charts. But the way to work on either version, with such a
fast tempo, is to just listen to it as much as you can and play it over and over until you feel comfortable with it.

Performance Notes:
1. It is so interesting to study and practice two different versions of the same tune, and to compare them!
2. The Standing Ovation version starts with 4 bars of piano, and then rhythm section. The Swingin’ Machine,
Live! version starts with 8 bars of piano and then the band comes in.
3. Follow both charts and note the different ﬁgures, backgrounds, ﬁlls and comping. They are very different,
although they both accomplish the same goal! They are high energy “ﬂag waiver songs,” with burning sax solos!
4. The only time Harold plays a backbeat on 2 and 4 is in one bar during The Swingin’ Machine, Live! version.
It’s bar 141, and it only lasts for that bar, around the horn ﬁgures on 1 and 3. You would think this would be
a chart where you would play 2 and 4 more frequently, but Harold only does it for this one bar, and it’s really
to cue the ﬁgures for that performance moment.
5. Note that on the Standing Ovation version, Harold has a 4 bar drum solo (bars 205-209) with the tenor
soloist, and also a solo bar (bar 211) before the half time ﬁgure. On The Swingin’ Machine, Live! version,
Harold does not have these solos.
6. The ending bars are both the same, with the quarter note triplet ﬁlls.
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45. Master Notes — Just Friends
(Send In The Clowns)
Style:
Medium fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
Oh, yeah, Sarah! She sure swung this one! What I remember about this, is that it was not originally written
for Sarah to do a tutti section with that reed section at letter E. It was originally written just for the band. And
as she was standing in the booth alone, after hearing it, she said “hey- I want to sing along with that!” So
they got her a chart with with melody on it, and she sight read it off the chart! She had great pitch and she
could see it on paper and could sight read a song. It was astounding to us, Norman, and everybody else in the
control booth. That is when everybody knew she was that good! And Sarah’s phrasing came from horn players,
because she was playing piano in Billy Eckstein’s band. So she was hearing Dizzy, Bird, and Dexter. She was
hearing all of these guys playing those beautiful solos, and when she sang or scatted, she was scatting like the
horn players.

Performance Notes:
1. It’s important for a drummer to sing rhythms like a horn player, and Sarah’s vocal phrasing at letter E is a
GREAT example for study. Sing along with Sarah, and if possible, memorize her vocal syllables of the horn
melody. It will certainly help your ability to swing and enable you to have a deeper understanding of phrasing.
2. The song starts with a two beat roll by Harold into the song introduction.
3. Harold is pretty sparse through A and B, with a few comping ﬁgures.
4. Harold illustrates a great way to orchestrate the ﬁgures in bars 24-25.
5. Note the incredible band and Sarah phrasing starting with pickups in bar 41 into letter E.
6. Note the same type of ﬁll from bars 24-25, again in bars 56-57.
7. Great ensemble shout ﬁgure starting in bar 72 through bar 79, and then into the sax solo.
8. Notice Harold hits the anticipations around the ﬁgures in bars 82-85.
9. Great ensemble ﬁgures through letter I.
10. Great classic Harold triplet ﬁlls in bars 93 and 103.
11. Great anticipation ﬁgures in bar 105 into the modulation at letter J.
12. Note that Harold hits the ﬁgures with the snare with no ﬁlls in bar 108.
13. Same two bar style ﬁgure in bars 120-121 that we have seen in 24-25, and 56-57.
14. Note Harold’s playing of the exact horn ﬁgures in bars 134-137.
15. Note the ﬁll on 1 on the bass drum in bar 138 to set up the ﬁgure.
16. Note Harold’s incredible ﬁlls and orchestration from letter O to the end.
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Above, left to right: Harold Jones, Louie Bellson, and Joe Morello at the Drum Channel, 2008.
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46. Master Notes — Li’l Darlin’
(Standing Ovation)

Harold’s Notes:

HE was next to the trombones. And I think Freddie stayed in that spot until after I left. And Basie did have a few
drummers after I left, not the established guys, but a few in there who were be-boppin’. So that’s when Freddie
moved down in front of the piano — he just wanted to get away from it completely! And these days, when I
play with my own big band, I always have a guitar, and I put the guitar in that spot next to the trombones. And it
helps me too, as I have the guitar time on one side and the bass time on the other, so for me it kind of helps to
lock me in. I mean, if I start to go off on a tangent, I know where to fall, as it’s so solid on what those two guys
are doing.

Great to hear this! And it’s good to have some good memories! And right there at letter E, currently, nowadays,
I’d pick up a stick and I would play straight quarter notes on the cymbal, because you hear the bass go into “4”
right there. And just keep it up there. Otherwise the point of going into “4” is wasted. I’d still be down there
on brushes, in the soup! That’s the color I’ve added since this live recording was made. It still feels great with
brushes, and as this was being recorded, they could turn the brushes up any way they wanted. And if you have
a good sound area, where you are playing you could stay on those brushes. But going to the cymbal, especially

And as far as the bass amp, I like for it to be as close to me as it is to the bass player. So the amp, actually,
could be between the bass player and me. And I know bass players like to keep it down, so it sounds
acoustical, and they feel comfortable with it, so I’ve got to go along with what the bass player thinks, ‘cause
it’s all about the bass! And with the guitar next to the trombones, I never feel I am too from the band at all. And
because Freddie sat right behind the tenor sax player, we were close enough that I could hear everything.

Style:
Classic ballad

in a performance area that is really live, is helpful to give the soloist more support and feel going into “4.”
And even though this is a ballad, I am playing the bass drum on all four beats, very lightly. And at letter G,
I would go back to brushes after the trumpet solo. Maybe start with brushes two bars before letter G. And I do
open the hi-hat on that and of 1 ﬁgure during the melody (as in bar 3). And I noticed on this recording, I also
play the hi-hat on 3 and 4 in that same bar with the band to help lock in the ﬁgures. And it’s very important!
As far as how you play such a slow tempo and keep the time solid, one explanation is that when you have a
four-man rhythm section, man, there is power there in the time. It was different than a three-man thing, like a
Miles Davis rhythm section, with Herbie and Tony and them. It was loose as a goose. But with us, it was more
like we were tied together. And that is why I’ve gotten into playing the quarter notes. You don’t want to play that
ta-ta-da, ta-ta-da rhythm on everything. And I would learn to hear how that hi-hat sounded when I locked it in.
I’d play that rhythm in the ﬁrst bar, opening it on the and of 1 and playing 3,4, and then would lock it in on
2 and 4 after that. Try to keep those brushes, also, in the same tempo. A lot of times I see younger drummers
playing the brushes, and they are still cooking like they are going to a ﬁre, even though the tempo is slow! And
I play the brushes with left hand moving out instead of in. My hands are apart on the 2 and 4. They are crossed
on the 1 and 3, and I am keeping the time with the brushes AND the hi-hat.
As far as subdividing at this tempo, I’m not really thinking about each individual part of the triplet. I’m thinking
more of the melody than any type of subdivision. And it’s great to have all of these ﬁgures written in, so you know
where you are. I used to read off of the trumpet charts, because there were no drum charts in the beginning.

Sometimes, when I see young bands performing, the drummer and bass player are not near each other. I tell
them that the drummer and the bass player have to be close enough to each other that they can reach out and
touch each other. They have have to be that close! And I tell them that they set the saxophones the same way
each time, they’ll set the bones and trumpets up the same way each time, and when they get to the rhythm
section, it’s like whatever is left over! It’s like, the drums will ﬁt over there! I tell them “wait a minute! You have
to think of our rhythm section like a section as well — for listening!” And the I know it’s unusual to have the
guitar right next to the bones, and you are sitting further from the band, but you’d be amazed at how good it
feels! Especially when the guitarist is playing acoustic guitar! You really don’t need an electric sound in the
middle. And many don’t realize that Freddie played acoustically, with no amp. But he did!

Performance Notes:
1. This is THE classic Basie ballad to study!
2. On this version, it starts with a piano solo, and then a piano and guitar pickup into letter A.
3. Note Harold’s orchestration of the ﬁgures and the way he plays the hi-hat open on the and of 1, and closed
on 3 and 4 of that opening ﬁgure in bar 3. Whenever that ﬁgure appears throughout the chart, he plays it
pretty much the same way.
4. Note the light brush ﬁlls throughout the performance.
5. On this recording, Harold stays on brushes throughout, but as he mentioned, he would switch to sticks,
playing quarter notes with the bass in 4, behind the trumpet solo at C.
6. Note the steady tempo, and beautiful sensitivity throughout the entire performance.

And as far as setup of the band, I know many drummers like the hi-hat to be next to the trombones. But in
Basie’s band, Freddie Green was on the end of that trombone row. So my hi- hat was right next to Freddie and
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47. Master Notes — Lonely Street
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Classic ballad

Harold’s Notes:
Yeah! He comes out singing on that sax, baby! Wow! It’s funny to me, but I was playing the hi-hat on all 4 beats
at the beginning and even at the ending — I was doing that hi-hat on all 4. It must have been to lock it in.
It’s not on this version, but on the Basie Straight Ahead studio version, the bass plays a backbeat on 2 and 4
there. Basie never did really conduct, so if something needed to be locked in, we would ﬁnd a way to do it.
And I don’t think I really played the hi-hat that loud in live performance. It’s just the way it sounds on this
recording. And as far as the time playing, I didn’t do a lot of subdividing ﬁlls, but you could feel the time.
I was really playing with the rhythm section, like I was a guitar player.
We played this, I think, not every night, but if Marshall started getting grumpy because Lockjaw was getting a
lot of solos, we played this to feature Marshall Royal! Yeah! I gotta learn to spread the solos around when I do
MY big band!

Performance Notes:
1. This chart is in the style of the live version of Lonely Street on The Swingin’ Machine, Live! live recording. As
Harold mentions, the studio version can be found on Basie Straight Ahead. It’s great to compare and study
the two versions. You’ll notice that on the studio version, the bass plays on the off beats, and on the live
version, Harold is keeping time on high-hat, as written out on the chart included here.
2. Note the time feel that Harold plays throughout the chart. It’s a great brush feel and you can always sense
the time right in the center of the rhythm section.
3. The alto sax plays the melody at A, and the band ﬁgures are written out as a guide throughout the chart.
4. Harold switches to sticks right before D, and back to brushes at bar 38.
5. Note the the nine bar ﬁgure from bars 38-47.
6. Note Harold goes back to playing the hi-hat on all 4 beats to lock in the time from letter E until the end.
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48. Master Notes — Lover
(Live In Paris)
Style:
Fast swing

Performance Notes:
1. This is another incredibly fast chart featuring a tenor solo on the jazz standard, Lover.
2. It starts with a 2-bar phrase followed by a 4-bar tenor solo, which both repeat, and then a pickup into the
melody at A.
3. The ﬁrst 32 bars are written with bar numbers, and time playing. There are a few Harold ﬁlls and band
backgrounds, and you can hear these on the recording.
4. The bridge starts at bar 45, letter B, and worth noting are downbeats on the bass drum in bars 45, and 53,
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

the downbeat on the snare in bar 49, a ﬁll in bar 52, and a bass drum downbeat ﬁll in bar 60.
The tune continues through the form until the tenor break in bar 75. Note the great ﬁll and ﬁgure
orchestration in bars 73-74.
Note the break for the tenor sax solo on the and of 4 in bar 74, and the pickup into letter E.
The ﬁrst 32 bars of the tenor sax solo, letters E and F, are just written as “play time.”
It is interesting to note what Harold plays and does not play through the ﬁgures in letter G.
More time playing behind the solo at H and I.
Note the syncopated band ﬁgures at letter J. Note that Harold chose to just play the bass drum on 1,
and the snare on the and of 4, in bars 143 and 147.
Letters K and L are written out as time playing.
Harold plays bass drum downbeats in bars 177 and 181, and orchestrates the ﬁgures between the snare
and bass drum in bars 179 and 183.
Note the snare ﬁll on beat 3 in bars 185 and 187.
Note that Harold hits the bass drum on the and of 2 ﬁgures in bars 194, 196, 198, and 200.
The band ritards, playing quarter notes starting in bar 203, but Harold doesn’t really play them. He hits the
2 in bar 205 with a hold.
Note the long unaccompanied tenor feature solo in bar 206, and the big ending chord in bar 207.
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49. Master Notes — Manteca
(Tilburg/Nassau)
Style:
Very fast Latin-swing

Harold’s Notes:
Man! I know it’s not Basie playing piano, so that must be Tommy Flanagan. And Frank de la Rosa was on bass.
I loved playing with him, although he was with Ella, not Basie. Not much to say about a tune like this. It’s a fast
latin tempo with swing elements, and really not much to do but go for survival!

Performance Notes:
1. This is one of the few straight-eighth note oriented charts that Harold played while with Basie. There are

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

some others, and some African inﬂuenced songs and arrangements on the album Afrique, arranged and
conducted by Oliver Nelson, but not many are included in this workbook.
This classic song, made famous by Dizzy Gillespie, opens with an intense latin-oriented feel, and just builds
and keeps on going!
The opening ﬁgures in bars 2-3 keep building until Harold plays a strong triplet ﬁll in bar 8.
The classic Manteca melody starts at letter A and is repeated.
B goes into swing on the 16 bar bridge. Ella sings the melody, and it’s written here as a reference!
Back to the Latin Manteca melody at C.
At D we’re back to that building rhythm from the intro.
Letter E is a 2 bar ﬁgure, repeated as a connecting rhythm into the swing ﬁgures at F. Note Harold’s feels
and ﬁll orchestration throughout!
Letter G is a scat solo for Ella — play rim on 2 and 4.
Letter H is like a shout chorus on the bridge, with Ella in the middle of it.
At Letter I, we’re back to a Latin build, similar to the top of the tune. Note Harold’s constant intensity
throughout this section (and the entire song for that matter).
Letter K is that 2 bar ﬁller phrase from letter E, repeated 6 times. Note Harold’s intensity, orchestration of
the ﬁgures between snare and bass drum, and connecting ﬁlls at this fast tempo, followed by two holds for
the ending.
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50. Master Notes — Manteca—Bows—Tisket
(Tilburg/Nassau)
Style:
Fast swing

Performance Notes:
1. During many big band show performances with a vocalist, it was customary to play “bows”, a way for the
singer to take a bow and receive applause, and exit the stage. In this instance, after Manteca, the Basie
Band launched into a version of Ella Fitzgerald’s classic theme song, A Tisket-A Tasket.
2. Harold starts this reprise by playing 2 bars of intense triplets (bars 1-2) that build dynamically and lead into
the “bows” at letter A.
3. The Tisket melody starts at letter A. Note Harold’s great use of the bass drum and snare drum for accents.

4.
5.
6.
7.

He hits the down beat in bar 3 on the bass drum, 4 on the snare, and then the and of 1 and the and of 4 on
the bass drum in bar 4. He continues this type of intense, syncopated feel throughout the bows.
The melody repeats at letter B.
The band stops on the and of 4 ﬁgure in bar 18.
Note the piano solo “Basie ending” in bars 19-20.
Harold hits beat 4 in bar 20 for the ending hold.
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51. Master Notes — Más Que Nada
(Tilburg/Nassau)
Style:
Fast Brazilian samba

Harold’s Notes:
It’s a fast tempo, and a drummer playing this really just has to play their best Latin feeling version. It sounded
like I was doing a bossa nova there in the beginning. Just in the building places, you can go up on the ride
cymbal. Not much else about this — just keep that puppy swinging!

Performance Notes:
1. This is one of the few samba charts that Harold played while in Basie’s band. This live version has many
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

rises and falls, and vocal improvisation.
It starts with Harold playing a fast bossa nova-samba. Harold does play it loosely and musically with
variations throughout the chart. It does have a swing feeling over the bossa nova-samba.
There is a vocal modulation at F.
Back to the sign at D, bar 33.
Take the coda at bar 44.
Listen to Ella’s scat singing, and the support under it from the rhythm section.
On the repeat at M, Harold ﬁlls into the louder second time, and then back down for the third time.
Letter N is open until cue to end the song. Listen to the steady groove, and intense feel, even when played
at a softer volume. The time doesn’t move!
Frank De La Rosa sounds great on bass, and he and Harold make a great rhythm section team, along with
pianist Tommy Flanagan. It’s almost, at times, like a small group performing within the band.
Build and play along and ﬂow with the dynamics under Ella’s singing, until the cue to hit the downbeat in
the last bar.

Above, left to right: Jim Keltner, Remo Belli, Harold Jones, Louie Bellson, Joe Morello, Colin Bailey, and Don Lombardi
at the Drum Channel, 2008.
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52. Master Notes — Meditation
(Live In Paris)
Style:
Easy swing

Performance Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Meditation is normally a classic bossa nova, but here is a brilliant easy swing sax feature version of the song.
Note Harold’s strong, precise, and groove deﬁning hi-hat on 2 and 4 throughout the entire song.
Harold does a two beat pickup into the and of 4 anticipation that leads into the ﬁrst bar.
The bass plays in “2” at letter A.
Note the little and of 1 and and of 3 accents on the snare.
The bass goes into “4” at the bridge at letter E.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The bass goes back to “2” at letter F.
Note the ﬁlls in bars 61 and 62 for the build into letter H.
Great set-up ﬁll in bars 62-63.
Great quarter note triplet ﬁll in bar 64 to anticipate the quarter note triplet rhythms in bar 65.
Great triplet ﬁll in bar 69 to lead into the sax solo in letter I.
Note the crescendo horn ﬁgures in bars 70, 72, 74, and 76. Harold punctuates them with that loud snare
crack on the and of 4.
13. Note how Harold plays those and of 1 and and of 3 ﬁgures, in bars 98-99, and 102-103.
14. Beautiful sensitivity behind the sax solo and ﬁgures in bars 106-109.
15. Note the ritard and Harold’s orchestration of the ﬁgures in bar 110. Also note the set-up snare hit ﬁll in the
middle beat of the triplet on beat 4. Great, beautiful playing!
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53. Master Notes — Night In Tunisia
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Classic Latin swing

Harold’s Notes:
That track featured Oscar Brasher! Man, there’s another great trumpet player! I think this is one of those
young tunes that came on the band after I had been there a minute, so I felt complete freedom, and I put my
signature on it. And I think Richard Boone was playing the cowbell. I’m going to say he started that! And after
he was not in the band, Mel Wanzo kind of ended up doing it. He was a trombone player in the band. And I
played a type of cowbell ﬁgure on the cymbal to help lock it in.

Performance Notes:
1. This is a great arrangement of the Dizzy Gillespie classic. The song goes back and forth from latin to swing,
and there are shout ﬁgures between certain sections.
2. Harold’s main pattern for the latin sections are what he plays in bars 1-2. Please study the recording for the
cymbal pattern, as the band ﬁgures are written here above the staff for study purposes.
3. The background horn ﬁgures enter under the melody at A, and the 8 bar A section of the song repeats.
4. B goes to swing at the bridge.
5. Back to latin for the last 8 at letter C.
6. Letter D is the 16 bar, legendary section played before the solos start (and sometimes between solos). It’s
12 bars of the ﬁgure and then a 4 bar break for the soloist. Harold comes in with a ﬁll in bar 49, leading into
the solo form at 50.
7. The trumpet solo follows the form. Note the interesting Harold ﬁlls, band orchestrations, and ﬁlls throughout!
8. Take a look at the triplet ﬁlls he plays in bars 75 and 77.
9. The second chorus of trumpet solo continues at I.
10. Letters I, J, and K illustrate examples of Harold’s comping behind the soloist.
11. In letter L, the last 8 bars of the form of the tune, Harold is much more active with ﬁlls. He also ﬁlls
throughout the ﬁgure at M.
12. Here comes that famous shout section at letter N! Great ﬁlls and orchestrations by Harold!
13. The bridge is softer, and is played by the piano, and goes back to the shout section for 8 bars at letter P.
14. Harold transitions back to latin at letter Q, in bar 153, with a straight eighth note ﬁll on beats 3 and 4.
15. Letter Q is 7 bars long with a hold on 3, a trumpet cadenza, and tom roll into the strong ﬁnal chord in the
last bar. Another amazing live performance by Harold and the Basie band!
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Above: Count Basie Band at the White House.
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54. Master Notes — One 0’clock Jump
(Tilburg/Nassau)
Style:
Medium-fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
One O’Clock Jump was normally used to end a set. We’d play the vamp and Basie would thank the audience.
Here’s a transcription of Basie’s dialogue on the Tilburg/Nassau recording: “Well-this, ladies and gentlemen,
just about winds up our little session. For the all the gang and myself — we sure hope you’ve enjoyed this as
much as we’ve enjoyed working for you. It’s been swell, and you have been just wonderful. So until our next
show, which will be around 12, or something, thanks a million, and we’ll be seeing you then!” And after he
ﬁnished speaking, we’d take it out!

Performance Notes:
1. Basie cues the song with a 4 bar intro, and the intro is played by the rhythm section, Harold playing open
and closed hi-hat.
2. The offbeat ﬁgures in bars 13-14 cue the melody, starting at letter A, and Harold switches to the ride
cymbal.
3. The melody is written at letter A as a cue guide, along with Harold’s comping hits and ﬁlls.
4. The repeated melody ﬁgure at letter B starts strong, and gets softer when Basie speaks, and under the talk,
Harold switches to the closed hi-hat.
5. Big build and ﬁll in bars 49-50, after the dialog, to bring in the band shout at letter D.
6. Backbeat around the ﬁgures at letter D. Note Harold’s great orchestration of the ﬁgures.
7. Great ﬁlls in bars 60 and 62.
8. Ending band ﬁgure in bars 63-64.
9. The bass ﬁlls in bars 65-66, and the band plays a strong chord on beat 4 in bar 65.
10. Harold plays a little time ﬁll in bars 67-68, and a few other rhythmic phrases under the chord hold on beat
4 in the last bar. Please refer to the recording to study the ﬁlls.
11. Note that One O’Clock Jump is also performed on the live recording Standing Ovation, but it is a fade out,
and ends before the great ﬁlls at the end of the tune.

Above, left to right: Harold Jones, Louie Bellson, and Don Lombardi at the Drum Channel, 2008.
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55. Master Notes — Pleasingly Plump
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Easy swing

Harold’s Notes:
Yeah! Al Aarons on trumpet! Hell of a trumpet player! He’s one of the guys you haven’t really heard enough
about. As far as this arrangement, I want to say it plays itself. But this is another case where the bass is in “2,”
in certain sections, and it goes back to “2.” It very rarely happened in Basie’s Orchestra, except in ballads or
behind singers, but the bass here is in “2.” This is such a slow tempo, and the way you kept from rushing was
because of Freddie Green. He was in “4,” see. Even when the bass was in “2,” he was in “4.” And because of
that, I was able to keep it smooth.

Performance Notes:
1. This is a great arrangement for practice and study of a slow swing tempo! It starts with 4 bars of piano.
Harold enters with a ﬁll into letter A.
2. Note the melody repeats at letter B.
3. The bass goes into “4” two bars before letter C. Note Harold’s “whomp” ﬁll on the and of “4” in bar 21 into
the downbeat in bar 22. He uses this device again in bar 25 into bar 26.
4. The bass goes back into “2” at letter D, and then into “4” behind the trumpet solo at E.
5. Harold’s comping ﬁgures are written through letters E and F.
6. Note the great building ﬁll in bar 52 into letter G.
7. Bars 53-56 are strong band ﬁgures and then back down again for the piano solo at bar 57.
8. Back to the melody, bass in “2,” at letter H.
9. And from here, the arrangement stays pretty relaxed and quiet through the ending.
10. Note Freddie Green’s time keeping throughout, and the dynamic relationship of the rhythm section.
11. Also note Harold’s hi-hat chick sound and the precision with which he plays it throughout the arrangement.
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56. Master Notes — Roll ’Em Pete
(Concert Inedit Salle)
Style:
Fast swing

Performance Notes:
1. This is a great, fun, fast blues featuring the great Basie vocalist Joe Williams and Eddie Cleanhead Vinson. It
also features band riffs for which the Basie band was famous! This chart is written in the style of the version
found on Volume 2 of this 1972 concert.
2. It starts with Basie playing a boogie woogie feel for 6 bars, and then a set up ﬁll in bars 7-8. Harold plays a
ﬁll in bar 8, and we’re into the ﬁrst chorus of vocals at letter A.
3. Eddie “Cleanhead” Vinson sings at letter A, and Joe Williams sings at letter B, and both have trombone ﬁlls
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

around the vocal. Harold’s comping is written for each chorus for study purposes.
We’re back to Eddie “Cleanhead” Vinson at letter C. Note the hits on the and of 4 in bars 34, 36, 38, and
42. Note Harold’s strong command of playing the accents.
Joe Williams come back in at D, with the same background accents.
Sax solos at E and F. Note Harold’s choice of accents and ﬁlls, which help to keep great time and the band
intensity moving!
Vocals come back in at G.
H is an example where the band riffs start to really groove. Notice how Harold plays between the ﬁgures.
The riffs get stronger and the band continues to smoke under the vocalists at letters I and J. Harold plays
similar ﬁlls and accents to keep it all moving. Take note of which ﬁgures he plays, which he does not, where
he ﬁlls, and where he accents around the band ﬁgures.
Great ﬁll in bar 126 into bar 127, for the ending phrase in bars 127-130.
Harold plays a rhythm for two measures under the ﬁnal band chord 129-130, and actually keeps going
under the ﬁnal hold beat 4 in bar 130. The two measures are written here for study purposes.
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57. Master Notes — Send In The Clowns
(Send In The Clowns)
Style:
Rubato vocal ballad

Harold’s Notes:
Send in the Clowns had a lot more stuff happening than you really realize. And she sang the hell out of that
one. George Gaffney was the pianist — yeah! Send in the Clowns was her ﬂag song! If you were there in
person, it was really unbelievable. And this big band arrangement was written off of the way we played it live
as a rhythm section. And it could have been the closing song, almost every night! This is where the drummer
really has to be on eggshells, while he’s really up there rolling on the cymbal with mallets. You really have to
listen to her, taking her breaths. I just remember, when she would sing this in a small club, like the Blue Note
in New York, man, by the time she ﬁnished that song, everybody was standing! Yeah!

Performance Notes:
1. This is an incredible rubato-style ballad. The chart is written more like a composite guide, and you really
have to study it from the recording. But these notes should provide some insight.
2. The rhythms are written in bars of 4, but there are many triplet subdivisions.
3. Each bar starts mainly in time and slows down, based on Sarah’s phrasing.
4. There is a 2 bar piano intro, and then the vocal enters with a pickup into A, “Isn’t it rich?”
5. From bar 5, the piano triplets are written as rhythm slashes to make reading easier.
6. The vocal cues are notated, along with in tempo and ritard markings.
7. The ﬁrst drum cue cymbal roll takes place in bar 20, on the and of 4. There is another roll on beat 4 of bar 22.
8. Follow the vocal cues, markings, ritards, and stops throughout. Cymbal rolls and dynamics are marked.
9. Letter E starts with just Sarah alone, and the band entering back in at bar 35.
10. Cymbal rolls continue as marked until the end of the chart.
11. In bar 42, it’s a decrescendo, and a sensitive triplet on beat 4, on the hi-hat, along with ﬂutes and piano.
A soft ending!

Opposite: Harold’s Basie bass drum head, and poster illustrating a commemorative stamp issued for Sarah Vaughan.
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58. Master Notes — Shiny Stockings
(Standing Ovation)
Style:
Medium swing

Harold’s Notes:
Yeah! Shiny Stockings is a classic! And that syncopated ﬁll ﬁgure in bar 131 has some history! I must have
heard it from Papa Jo, or maybe, now that I think about it, it was Sonny Payne! I listened to these kind of tunes
over and over and if I go back and hear Sonny now, I say “Oh, Yeah! That’s where that came from.” And this is
one of those songs, that if you were just sight reading it, you wouldn’t have any idea it could simply feature the
drummer on those little ﬁlls. And those little ﬁlls have to be melodic enough to bring those sections in together.
You can’t go off on how fast you can play, and how many of those you can get in, because the band needs to
take a breath together. And I had heard this, and all of the classic Basie tunes before I actually played with the
band. One note about the hi-hat at the beginning. There is an open accent on 3, followed by 1, not on the and
of 2. And some of the younger drummers tend to sound stiff playing it. You just have to think melodically, and
have a nice swing feel.

Performance Notes:
1. This is a classic Basie swing chart. It begins with piano, and then drums and bass fading into bar 3.
2. Harold plays the open and closed hi-hat under the melody at letter A. Note his feel, and the little ﬁlls in bars
11,15, and 27.
3. Bar 38-39 is a building section into letter C.
4. Harold plays this interesting ﬁll ﬁgure under the band ﬁgures from 40-45, leading to the trumpet solo. Note
the classic syncopated snare ﬁll on beat 3 of bar 45.
5. Trumpet solo at D and E with background ﬁgures. Note Harold’s comping and ﬁlls.
6. Letter F is a classic 4 bar band phrase in the middle of the solo. Note how Harold catches the accent part
of the ﬁgure on the bass drum on beats 1 and 4 in bar 64, 3 in bar 65, 2 in bar 66, the downbeats on the
bass drum and the and of 4 on the snare in bar 67. Note the other ﬁlls.
7. Note how Harold orchestrates all of the band ﬁgures from F to the piano solo at G.
8. Back in 2 at H. Note Harold’s ﬁlls and orchestration through I and J.
9. A classic 2 bar building ﬁll in bars 126 and 127 into the shout at K.
10. The shout ﬁgures and Harold’s approach are unbelievable through the ﬁgures at K and L. Please study his
ﬁlls and feel. This is some of the greatest big band playing!
11. Great ﬁlls in 164 and 165, and the ﬁnal two bars to the ending on beat 4 of bar 167!
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59. Master Notes — Splanky
(Blues Alley)
Style:
Medium swing

Harold’s Notes:
Yeah, Jaws! This was one of his rompers! And this chart was one of Basie’s standards! It’s basic swing!
Just play ﬁlls for the band and don’t play anything extra!

Performance Notes:
1. This is another classic Basie swing chart. As Harold mentions, this was a Basie standard which was
played frequently. You can ﬁnd a variety of recorded performances featuring Harold, but this Blues Alley
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

performance, for the most part, was well recorded.
This performance starts with piano, and the drums fade in around bar 8-9, under the syncopated piano ﬁgure.
The melody starts at A and repeats at B. Note Harold’s comping and minimal, but effective, drum set orchestration.
Lockjaw’s sax solo goes for 9 choruses. Harold’s comping during these choruses are written out for study.
Note that as the sax solo builds, Harold gets stronger and stronger, playing an almost imperceptible
churning backbeat type of feel that is effective, but without a heavy, overpowering 2 and 4.
Note Harold’s incredible build and ﬁlls in bars 142-143, leading to the shout at letter L, which continues into
letter M.
Letter L and M are to be studied as classic Basie big band shout sections! Study everything Harold plays!
His ﬁlls and feel enable these sections to have impact, power, and groove!
I love the triplet ﬁll on beat 4 in bar 147, and again in bar 159.
Note Harold’s ﬁlls in bar 151, and again in bar 163.
Note 2 extra bars (bars 168-169).
Great ﬁlls in bars 180-181, going back to the shout section!
Basie ending in bar 192-193, and a big ﬁnal chord on beat 4 of bar 193. Everything about this recording is
classic Basie, and classic Harold Jones!
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60. Master Notes — St. Louis Blues
(Tilburg/Nassau)
Style:
Fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
Beautiful! Oh, yeah, man! I don’t really have much memory of this particular concert, but it was great to play
with Ella. And we did play quite a few concerts where she was featured with the band! And there was never
any instruction from her! We just played. And as far as younger drummers, just take note of the ﬁgures and
play good time. The 2 and 4 on the rim works well to keep the swing at this tempo behind the vocalist.

Performance Notes:
1. This is a fast tune with some ﬁgures to note. It starts with a drum ﬁll pickup into bar 1. Note how Harold
orchestrates the ﬁgures in bars 1-7, and Harold’s great ﬁll in bars 8-9 into the vocal melody at A.
2. On this recording with Ella, A repeats 3 times, and “Whole lot of soul” is the vocal cue into B.
3. Note the stop-time like ﬁgures in bars 22-35, and Harold ﬁlls around the other stop-time ﬁgures in bars 36-37.
4. Cross stick on 2 and 4 in letter C, which repeats.
5. Stop time on 1 in bars 50-52, and a ﬁll in bar 53, leading back into the time. The same ﬁgures happen
again in bars 62-64, and the ﬁll in bar 65.
6. Note Harold’s “Mel Lewis” like ﬁll in bar 60 and again in bar 72.
7. Note Harold’s bass drum response on the and of 2 in bar 67.
8. Cross stick rim on 2 and 4 continues in letter F.
9. Figures enter in letter G. Note Harold’s use of the bass drum for accents.
10. Heavier ﬁgures in letter H, which repeats. Note Harold’s orchestration of ﬁgures in the ﬁrst ending, bars 106-109.
11) The second ending is similar to the ﬁrst, although the time shifts to half time in bar 113. Note the new
tempo, and Harold’s ﬁlls in bar 113, which help set up the transition ﬁgures. They work really well!
12) Great triplet oriented ﬁlls from letter I to the end. Beautiful, melodic, and yet powerful playing!
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61. Master Notes — Stormy Monday Blues
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Heavy backbeat swing

Harold’s Notes:
Yeah! I wonder who wrote that arrangement? He was busy! There were a lot of busy backgrounds while she
was singing words. And it’s NOT a shufﬂe. It’s a swing tune with a backbeat!

Performance Notes:
1. I would have called this a shufﬂe, but Harold points out it is NOT a shufﬂe. It is a heavy swing chart that
uses, at times, a strong backbeat! A great chart with which to play along and groove with Harold!
2. The intro might be clipped on this recording, but for study purposes, we start with an and of 4 into bar 1.
Note that in this intro section, Harold ﬁlls around the ﬁgures, and starts a heavier 2 and 4 in bar 4.
3. Great, classic Harold triplet ﬁll in bar 5, and bar 9.
4. Vi Redd’s vocals start at letter A. The ﬁgures are written as a guide. They are very busy, as Harold notes.
5. Great Harold ﬁlls and interpretation in bars 19-21, and the second chorus of vocal starts at letter B.
6. The vocal continues at letter C, and Harold brings in the strong 2 and 4 backbeat in bar 37.
7. Backbeat, ﬁlls and groove continue to letter D, where Vi plays an alto solo. Note the ﬁgures, comping and
strong backbeat through E, then back to the vocal at F. The backbeat continues, though less intense.
8. Big ﬁll into letter G shout section.
9. Note the ﬁlls on 3 in bar 84, the ﬁlls on 1 and 3 in bar 85, and then the stop on 1 in bar 86.
10. On this Swinging’ Machine version, with Vi Redd, there are bows, on cue, starting at letter G, and they stop
on cue. Please refer to the recording for continued study of Harold’s interpretive playing on the brief bow
reprise. It’s interesting to note that bows were usually a part of the previous arrangement that would work to
enable the performer to exit.
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62. Master Notes — Switch In Time
(Basie Straight Ahead)
Style:
Fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
That’s a great way to notate the ending! Yeah! And interesting that back at letter F, every other bar, I hit an
accent on 1, which led into those things. I didn’t play the ﬁgures with them. I only led them in. And we didn’t
play this very much on the road because that ending probably had to be conducted! And Basie didn’t want to
do it! He’d have to get up from the piano, come around to the front of the band, and he never got all the way
to the middle! The guys would ﬁnish playing and look at him, and it just didn’t happen very often! And even the
ending, and drum solo on this recording is pretty much in tempo, except for the ritard at the end.

Performance Notes:
1. This is another great arrangement featured on the Basie Straight Ahead recording. It starts with the drum
ﬁll/pickup into measure 1, and a roll to beat 4 of measure 3, setting up the band ﬁgure at measure 4.
2. Cross stick on 2 and 4 whenever melody is played (letter A and repeat).
3. Drop down in dynamic at letter B.
4. Note stop-time and Harold ﬁlls in letter C around the trumpet solo.
5. Slightly latin 2 bars (bars 46-47).
6. Interesting Basie piano pickup in bar 49.
7. Cross stick on 4 behind trumpet solo at D and sax solo at E.
8. Note comping in letter F, behind sax solo, and decrescendo into letter G.
9. Note the build in bar 90, and back down for the piano solo at bar 91.
10. Note the guitar comping and how together the rhythm section sounds behind the piano solo (bars 91-97).
11. Note that Harold plays a great ﬁll in bar 98, and a more closed roll version of the same type of ﬁll in bar
102. The ﬁlls in bars 114 and 118 are back to the more open roll sound.
12. Great triplet ﬁll in bar 125 into bar 126.
13. Great ﬁlls and comping throughout letter K.
14. Letter L is a ﬁgure similar to the beginning of the chart.
15. Note the great comping and ﬁlls through letter N.
16. Letter O is a little bridge section leading to the drum solo at letter P.
17. The drum solo features 2 bars in regular time, and then 2 bars of quarter note triplets to simulate a half time feel.
18. The ending phrase (bars 156 to the end) are a simulated half time ending. Note Harold’s rolls and powerful
bass drum downbeats to keep it all together.
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63. Master Notes — That Warm Feeling
(Basie Straight Ahead)
Style:
Slow ballad

Harold’s Notes:
Oh yeah, sweet! Great recording! I don’t think we ever did play this arrangement live. And the element that
keeps the time grounded is really having the guitar right next to you. And he’s not playing those syncopated
ﬁgures (as in bar 5), he’s playing straight quarter notes, no matter what. I’d hit that and of 1 ﬁgure, and then
listen to where the guitar was on beat 3. I think that the un-ampliﬁed guitar in the rhythm section is really
the heartbeat of the big band, so that it stays at that tempo. Otherwise, it’s going to get the “Buddy Rich take
charge and I’ll be the winner no matter what” type of approach. And, again, Freddie sat right next to me on
the left. And we were so closely positioned, that I could touch him on the left side, and shake hands with the
bass player on my right side. He’d say “give Freddie this note,” like from the girl in the third row, and I’d be
able to hand it to him! And that set up and uniﬁed approach really illustrates that the rhythm section was the
focus. When I ﬁrst got on the band, it wasn’t really Freddie that would tell me that a certain ﬁll or feel didn’t
work, but it was Marshall Royal down in the front who would turn around and make a look at me like he
smelled something foul! What a look! Did it sound that bad? Because those band veterans knew how it was
supposed to sound. Sometimes I’d play all of my stuff, right there in one little ﬁll, and that’s when I’d get the
look! Like “what are you trying to do?” And I’d back off!

Performance Notes:
1. This great ballad arrangement starts with a 4 bar piano solo with the rhythm section, and then into the
melody at letter A.
2. Note how Harold lightly, but with ﬁrm support, plays the ﬁgures in bars 5, 19, 13, 17, etc.
3. Note the similar, sensitive approach throughout, until the switch to sticks and big triplet build up in bars 37-38.
4. Note the strong big band ﬁgures in bars 39-42, and then back down in volume for 4 bars.
5. Note the nice ﬁll, bars 44-45, and then back down to brushes at letter F.
6. Note the light ﬁlls, and Harold’s beautiful brush ensemble ﬂow to the end of the chart.
7. Note the time feel, and relaxed approach throughout. It’s a great study of how to play a big band ballad at
the highest level. Master this feel and you can’t go wrong!

Above, left to right: Joe Morello, Danny Gottlieb, Harold Jones, and Enzo Todesco at Professional Drum Shop,
Hollywood, California circa 1990s.
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64. Master Notes — The Comeback
(Concert Inedit Salle)
Style:
Easy backbeat swing

Performance Notes:
1. This is an easy, backbeat style arrangement with one of the greatest jazz vocalists of all time, the legendary
Joe Williams. Harold has mentioned that Joe had one of the best time feels of any singer with whom he had
ever worked. Listen to Joe’s vocal phrasing throughout!
2. Basie starts with a slow, almost boogie-woogie style at the top. Harold enters with a soft but solid time feel
on the hi-hat.
3. Vocal enters at A (“You know my Baby”, etc) with the background ﬁgures. Note that Harold keeps the feel
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

tight and ﬁrm, but still light.
The second verse continues at letter B, with added ﬁgures. Harold keeps the ﬁrm but still light groove.
The feel opens up at letter C, Harold switching to the cymbal, and a backbeat. But note, it’s not really a
shufﬂe, but a backbeat groove. The double-time sax ﬁgures are included as a guide.
The ﬁgures change at D. Notice Harold’s use of the syncopated double-time Basie style ﬁll (beat 4, bars 41,
42, 44, 45, 47, and 49), then the ﬁll into letter E for the sax solo.
Notice Harold’s classic snare and bass drum ﬁll in bars 52, 54, 56, and 58. It is a great way to ﬁll into the
band ﬁgures on the and of 2.
Note the comping and ﬁll ﬁgures throughout letter E and F. Back to the original feel and vocal at letter G.
Letter G repeats twice and then on to letter H for the last vocal chorus and ending.
Again, this track is great study in Harold’s approach to an easy swing piece with vocal, which builds into
a strong backbeat shout. The groove is perfect, and all the ﬁlls have a purpose. The vocal can be heard at
all times without busy, distracting comping, and the ﬁgures are accented just enough to allow the band to
phrase together. The rhythm section sounds like one unit, and Joe Williams’ phrasing is a study unto itself.
It’s classic Harold and Basie!

Opposite, left to right: Joe Morello, Danny Gottlieb, and Harold Jones at The Drum Channel, 2008.
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65. Master Notes — The Kid From Red Bank
(Standing Ovation)
Style:
Fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
Those last two notes could have been conducted. Whew! It was going by so fast! I probably did play the bass
drum on all four beats, lightly, even though it was so fast. And the way a student could work on this would be
to practice playing time at a fast tempo. Because you are not going to know what song you might play, or what
accents you are going to catch in any kind of a song. So, like in this one, you’ve got to be listening to that band
to play these ﬁgures. For example, in bar 4, is the ﬁgure into bar 5 on the and of 4, or on the downbeat of bar 5?
It was supposed to beat on the and of 4, but it lays back almost to the downbeat! And you could try to play more
ﬁlls around the accents, but when it’s busy it takes away from the ﬂow of the band. And on this kind of a tune,
it’s really about playing with the rhythm section and listening to the whole picture.

Performance Notes:
1. The main thing about this chart is just to know that this piano feature was a staple of the Basie band. Other
than the solo, there are really only a few band ﬁgure sections; the top, the backgrounds at C and D, the
ﬁgure at F, the alternate ﬁgure at I (with half notes), and the ending. It’s s a tune that might be called on
any big band gig that features Basie charts, and it’s good to understand the form and to analyze Harold’s
approach to the time feel, and each of the sections.
2. It starts with that strong 4 bar ﬁgure, followed by the start of the piano solo.
3. Harold plays letters C and D in slightly different ways, even though they are the same band ﬁgures. On
the ﬁrst time, he plays a snare hit on the and of 4 and the and of 1 (bars 24-25, etc), but the second time
through he simpliﬁes, and only plays the and of 4 in bar 38. It is almost like he made a judgement call that
it was too busy, and edited his playing in the moment.
4. At letter F, he hits those strong accents with a combination of bass drum and snare.
5. Letter I is like the beginning, but with half notes in bars 89-90, instead of a long whole note. Harold plays
the ﬁgures slightly different on the repeat.
6. Harold plays the ﬁgure at J in a very assertive way, making sure to end the ﬁgure with strong eighth notes
on the snare and bass.
7. The ending has Basie playing half notes, and the band cue coming on the and of 3 in measure 104.
8. Great, strong, musical playing and a fantastic study of Basie fast time playing and interpretation!
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66-67. Master Notes — The Magic Flea
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!, Basie Straight Ahead)
Style:
Fast

Harold’s Notes:
This is deﬁnitely one of my landmark features! On The Swingin’ Machine, Live!, version, I didn’t play a cross
stick behind the tenor solo because the band didn’t need it. I would, though, drop a bomb on the bass drum
on 1 going into the ﬁgures, like in bars 103 and 107. Whew, that’s fast! I felt comfortable, though, playing this
because nobody had played the chart but me. Sammy Nestico came in the band at that time. So, I was like the
inventor of it. When it’s your thing, you can feel free, and create your own approach.
On the Basie Straight Ahead version — wow! I can’t imagine having to play this for the ﬁrst time! Those
eighth note ﬁlls, like in bar 188, were designed to keep the song moving! I don’t really remember playing this
in the studio, but I remember playing it on the road for maybe 2 weeks before we recorded it. It was one of
the few charts we played live before the Basie Straight Ahead recording. And we did look forward to playing
it! Because Basie was a dance band, most things were down here, a little slower, and as a young drummer I
was like, “Give me the ball, give me the ball!” So, yeah, we did look forward to it! And because it came in the
band when I came in the band, I didn’t feel that I had to think about what had been played, or how it sounded
before me. Sometimes the drum ﬁlls that they had been used to hearing needed to be played the same way
when I came in, because that’s how the trumpets heard it, like April in Paris, for example. And for a drummer
playing this, you have to know that when the drum solo was going on, there is a loud bomb on the downbeat
of the ﬁrst and third bars, to really show the time and keep the band together. And my approach was taken
from having listened to the great big band drummers, like Buddy Rich and Mel Lewis. I just orchestrated the
ﬁgures in the most musical way I could to keep the band together!

Performance Notes:
1. This is Harold’s classic drum solo feature, and it’s a great chart to study and practice for playing a super fast
Basie style chart. As Harold mentioned, he was the ﬁrst drummer to play this in the band, and created his
own, fresh approach. You can ﬁnd recordings of this tune on many of the live recordings of the band during
the period of Harold’s tenure, as well as the iconic original recording on Basie Straight Ahead. It is featured
on that recording, Swingin’ Machine, and Blues Alley. These notes coincide with Harold’s playing on The
Swingin’ Machine, Live!, Live! recording. Please compare to the Basie Straight Ahead version, chart 67.

3. In bar 3, Harold orchestrates the ﬁgure by playing the bass drum on beats 1 and 4.
4. The ﬁlls in bars 11, 13, and 15 are noted as a ﬁve stroke roll, but could be played without the roll as well.
5. Please listen to the piano solo at letter B and C, and note Harold’s time feel and comping. It’s steady, strong,
consistent, supportive, and not busy or obtrusive.
6. Note the little comping ﬁll around the ﬁgures at letter C, bars 35-36.
7. In letter D, Harold plays the 1 and 4 on the bass drum in bar 51, and then plays the offbeat on 2 and 4 on
the bass drum in bar 53, which coincides with the phrasing of the ﬁgure.
8. In bar 54, Harold plays the 1 and 4 on the snare which outlines and helps the ﬁgure. It’s pure instinct!
9. Note the great orchestration in bars 57-58.
10. Note the bass drum down beat in bar 59.
11. Note the tom on beat 1 of bar 65, and the bass drum and snare comping through bars 65-66.
12. Harold plays the syncopated bass drum ﬁgure at letter E, bar 67, and then hits only the and of 4 in bar 68.
13. Note the great comping, bars 71-74, and the eighth note ﬁll to the snare down beat of bar 75.
14. In bars 79-85, note the comping and 2 bar phrase ﬁll outlines of bass drum on 1, snare on 3 and the and
of 4, bass drum on 2. It’s a brilliant way to play these ﬁgures!
15. Tenor solo at letter G, and Harold’s comping is written for study purposes.
16. Take a look at the 4 bar background phrases, starting at letter H. Harold plays the downbeat on 1 on the
bass drum in bar 103, the and of 3 in bar 104, downbeat on the snare and the and of 3 and beat 4 ﬁll in
bar 105, and then a little roll into bar 107. Bars 107-110 are played with the same intent.
17. At letter I, the band plays the ﬁgure in bar 119, and Harold answers it on the snare in bar 120. The same
ﬁgure occurs in bar 121, and Harold answers it on the snare in bar 122.
18. The same ﬁgure and answer approach occur in bars 123-124. It is so musical, and really helps the
phrasing and time feel! Note similar ﬁlls through letter J.
19. Note Harold’s orchestration through letters K and L. Great ﬁlls in bar 154 into 155, and 170 into 171.
20. Great ﬁlls throughout letter M, and the note the great triplet ﬁll in bars 185 and 186, leading into letter N.
21. Note the incredible orchestration of the ﬁgures in letter N! In bar 187, he plays that backbeat type ﬁgure
and great eighth note ﬁll in bar 188 into 189. Same thing in bars 192-193.
22. Note the drum solo in O. It’s powerful, and exciting, but those bass drum accents are in there, and the band
can completely feel the time throughout the solo!
23. The ﬁgures occurs again at letter P, and then the intro ﬁgures are re-introduced at letter Q. The 2 bar
ﬁgures from 223-224 are played three times, followed by an 8 bar drum solo, and an ending ﬁgure in bars
237 and 238. Note Harold’s ﬁlls in the last 4 bars, and enjoy his great ﬁll in bar 244.
24. What a performance! But Harold sounds GREAT on every performance!

2. It starts on bar 1 with a roll (unison with the band), a ﬁll, pickup hit on the snare on beat 3 of bar 2, and a
5 stroke roll pickup into bar 3.
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68. Master Notes — The Python
(Live In Paris)
Style:
Medium swing/fast swing

Performance Notes:
1. This is the only Basie chart in this collection with two different tempos. It is a trumpet feature, and part of
the chart is regular swing time, and part is fast double time.
2. It starts with a pickup ﬁll into the intro at bar 1.
3. Note how Harold orchestrates the ﬁgures in bars 4-5, into the trumpet melody at A.
4. The trumpet melody, and band ﬁgures are written for study purposes.
5. Harold comps along with the melody and ﬁgures to the ﬁnal phrase in bars 38-39.
6. Note the slight ritard and then hold on beat 4 in bar 39. The downbeat comes right out of the hold. When
Harold hits 1, that’s the start of the new double-time tempo in bar 40. It starts with a 4 bar drum solo.
7. Bar 44 is the beginning of a 4 bar trumpet solo break. Harold ﬁlls in bar 47, into the solo at letter E.
8. Note the fast background ﬁgures and Harold’s orchestration in letters F and H, J and L. Comping behind the
trumpet solo is written for study purposes.
9. Note the ﬁgures in bars 110-111, with a slight ritard into the hold starting on the and of 4 in bar 111. This
time there is a cut off, and then a downbeat back into the regular time at letter M.
10. It’s only 4 bars of time with a slight ritard into the hold, starting on the and of 4 in bar 116.
11. The band cuts off, then solo trumpet, band cue in bar 118, cutoff, trumpet solo, cue to time in bar 120 for
the last 2 bars. Slight ritard and drum ﬁll in bar 121 for the ending hold!
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69. Master Notes — The Queen Bee
(Basie Straight Ahead)
Style:
Easy swing

Harold’s Notes:
In this studio version, I know I’m playing brushes at the beginning. But I’ll tell ya, when we got live, I know it
was at least sticks by letter B, without any accents or anything. Yeah, because live it had to be sticks. When
that bass player is in “4,” I’m usually on sticks. I’d go up on that little 18” mini cup cymbal, and keep time so
the band could hear it all going! But just stay out of the way of those horn ﬁgures. Just because you can catch
them doesn’t mean you have to do it! And those triplet ﬁlls in bars 82 and 84. That’s a Basie style thing. And
it’s possible he even dictated the ﬁlls — it was that way. He’d point, as if to say, “you take it”. And this being
Sammy Nestico in the beginning, we were all reading! It might have said ﬁll “Basie Style”, and the ﬁlls were
really just continuations of the phrases. But I had to learn to make every ﬁll as musical as I could and not
sound insane!

Performance Notes:
1. This is an unbelievable sight reading performance by Harold. It is a great arrangement to study how to play
an easy Basie-style swing chart with the utmost musicality. Harold plays both brushes and sticks, and there
are countless dynamic rises and falls.
2. It starts right on the melody in measure 1, Harold on brushes, the bass in “2.” The bass goes into “4” at letter B.
3. Harold keeps time, and only plays a few ﬁlls, like the hi-hat open and bass drum on the and of 1 in bar 9,
at the start of letter B.
4. Harold plays that bass offbeat ﬁgure in bars 17-19 in a very subtle way, and only plays a few ﬁlls, like in bars 21-22.
5. Nice little subtle brush roll in bar 32 into the tenor solo at D.
6. Nice little brush roll in bar 48 into letter F, where the bass again goes into “2.”
7. Great ﬁll with the piano in bar 52 into 53!
8. Note the break at the end of bar 60, which allows Harold to switch to sticks by bar 63 for that incredible,
classic triplet ﬁll lead into bar 64 and letter H.
9. Great ﬁlls throughout letter H, and back down for the piano solo at bar 75.
10. Back up at letter I, with those beautiful triplet ﬁlls in bars 82-84, with great dynamics!
11. Bass goes back to “2” at letter K, and then into “4” at letter L, with big builds into109.
12. Back down again in bar 114 for the ending, with a subtle hit and hold on the and of 2 in the last bar.
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70. Master Notes — The Shadow Of Your Smile
(Blues Alley)
Style:
Ballad

Performance Notes:
1. This chart is included because it’s a great study in the incredibly musical way the Basie band played dance music!
2. It starts with a little ﬁgure on one and the and of one with a hold, and a trumpet pickup into the melody at
letter A.
3. Harold plays time on brushes, with a few lights ﬁlls such as bar 16.
4. Harold switches to sticks for the build up ﬁgures in bars 32-33, into letter D.
5. After the break at bar 41, it’s light for the rest of the way, and at some point Harold switches back to brushes.
6. Letter F is a “Round Midnight” style ending.
7. Note the break in bar 53 for the short trumpet solo, and the cued ﬁgures for the ending.
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71. Master Notes — The Spirit Is Willing
(Live In Paris)
Style:
Medium swing

Performance Notes:
1. This is a great chart for medium swing study, as it features a variety of approaches to swing feels. Within this
arrangement, Harold uses three different methods. He plays a cross stick on 2 and 4, switches to a heavy
backbeat on 2 and 4, and also plays a strong, supportive swing feel without the backbeat at all.
2. The chart starts right at letter A, on the melody played by a muted trumpet and trombone. Harold plays a click
on the rim on 2 and 4, and the bass is in “2.”
3. Note how he plays beat 2 in bars 13 and 14 with a little kick, but it’s not too heavy.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

The melody repeats at B, with background ﬁgures and no rim click.
Note the similar ﬁgures in bars 29 and 30.
Great triplet building ﬁll in bar 32.
Letters C and D feature the heavy backbeat. Note that Harold doesn’t really shufﬂe the beat, he just plays a
rockin’ 2 and 4 swing pocket!
The backbeat goes away during the ﬁgures at E, but returns at bar 61 to build into the break on bar 64 for the
trombone solo.
Harold’s comping is written at letter G and H for study purposes. At times you can also hear Harold lightly
doubling the cymbal swing beat on the snare for groove stability.
Harold brings back the backbeat for letters I and J.
Letter K returns to a feel like the top of the chart, bass back in “2,” but no rim click.
Harold ﬁlls into letter M, where the backbeat returns!
Note how Harold can play ﬁlls, like bars 119 into 120, and still continue with the backbeat. It’s still grooving at
bar 121.
Groove out for the rest of the chart!
The backbeat is strong, but it blends with the band and the rhythm section. It does not overpower the band.
The trombone holds in bars 132-136 are cued at the end.

Opposite: 20 “ K Zildjian ride cymbal given to Harold Jones from Irv Cottler. Inscription reads: Gift from
Irv Cottler, Stan Kenton Ride Symbol-1970-Lost Wages, NV.
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72. Master Notes — Vine Street Rumble
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Fast swing (Basie boogie-woogie style)

Harold’s Notes:
Those big bass drum hits on 1 work well for big band, but just so students know, I would not do that in a small
group. But for this big band situation, it worked well to help ground the time, and solidify the band ﬁgures.
It would help to lock that puppy in! And on that ending, that’s an example where Basie would have to get up
from the piano and give us the cue. And Basie, on his conducting skills, would follow whomever was giving
cues in the trombones. It was probably Grover Mitchell who was leading those trombones. This tune would
be used for dancing, and this version, I think, was a bit on the fast side. In fact, it seemed like the ﬁgures
were probably written to be played at a slower tempo. But Basie would want to get a certain tempo for
dancing, based on whatever came before this in the set. And as far as the intro being a shufﬂe, it was really
leaning on the swing, more than the shufﬂe — almost like boogie-woogie. When you listen, it’s just not that
heavy of a shufﬂe. It did have all of that indication, and if I did play a shufﬂe feel with that band, I would use
both hands, with all the eighth notes played on both the cymbal and the snare drum. It isn’t easy to do, boy!
And this tempo seems too fast for that. I might have played more of a shufﬂe (with both hands) on this if it
were a slower tempo.

Performance Notes:
1. This is a great chart to study for Harold’s playing on a boogie-woogie style dance tune. The saxes play a
string of eighth notes, almost like the piano ﬁgures played by Basie. Harold makes this groove musically,
without overpowering the band.
2. Basie starts with a 4 bar into, and the rhythm section comes in for two 12 bar choruses of piano solo. This
is not an easy groove to get from the start. Note how Harold makes it swing without making it too heavy.
3. The saxes come in with that string of eighth notes, and Harold locks it in right from the start with a strong
downbeat on the bass drum on 1 in bar 17.
4. Note that Harold keeps the groove going without breaking up the time to catch the ﬁgures at letter B.
He accents them within the groove.
5. Letter D has stop time, in the style of the songs “Route 66,” and “Sweet Home, Chicago.” Harold might have
played a ﬁll into each stop with the band. A ﬁll into the quarter note triplets in bar 68 and the band is back
into the groove for the tenor solo.
6. Note the great grooves and ﬁlls throughout the rest of the chart.
7. Note the ending is cued.
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73. Master Notes — Wee Baby Blues
(The Swingin’ Machine, Live!)
Style:
Slow blues

Harold’s Notes:
This was from a tour with Vi Redd. Because it was live, I used sticks on this instead of brushes. I think I’m
riding on one of those 18” mini cup cymbals. And for students, note the feel of the hi-hat opening on 3.
And I think this chart probably looked just like the way it is written here. It was just a guide for interpretation.

Performance Notes:
1. This is included as it is a great example of Harold playing a slow blues with a vocalist.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Note Harold’s supportive feel and ﬁlls throughout.
Also note the sound of the hi-hat. It’s a great recording to study for a blues feel!
Note the hint of double-time.
Note the ending.
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74. Master Notes — When Your Lover Has Gone
(Send In The Clowns)
Style:
Fast swing with vocals

Performance Notes:
1. This chart starts with eight measures of Harold playing time with brushes. What is interesting to note, with
the exception of the bass drum on the downbeat, Harold plays swing-rhythm time with no ﬁlls or hi-hat,
setting up a cushion of time for Sarah’s entrance.
2. Sarah enters with vocal at letter A, drums and voice, and the rhythm section enters eight bars later.
3. Sarah starts scat singing at B. Note Harold’s ﬁlls and orchestration of the background ﬁgures throughout
letter B and C.
4. Harold switches to sticks by letter D. Note that in the phrase, bars 73-76, all Harold catches are the and of 3 and 4
in bar 74, and the and of 3 in bar 76. It’s the essential outline to help the band, but he keeps the time
strong, and the ﬁlls unobtrusive.
5. In bars 78-79, Harold outlines the important parts of the rhythm, but doesn’t play all of the ﬁgures.
6. Great orchestration of ﬁgures in bars 83-84.
7. Great comping, ﬁgure orchestration and ﬁlls, letters D-H.
8. Note the great ﬁlls, letter I to the end. They are all perfect for these band ﬁgures!
9. Great ending ﬁlls in bars 133-134!
10. This chart is a great example of Harold’s ability to play with a vocalist, orchestrate a big band arrangement
with complete control, playing just enough to keep the band together without dominating and overpowering.
It is also a great example of Sarah Vaughan’s musicality and scat-singing ability!
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75. Master Notes — Whirly Bird
(Live In Paris)
Style:
Fast swing

Harold’s Notes:
This is a classic Basie ﬂag-waver, and as far as those ﬁgures in letter S, I always remember that there are
10 quarter-note accents! After that, it’s really just survival.

Performance Notes:
1. Basie starts with a fast piano ﬁgure. Drums enter strong at bar 10!
2. Notice how Harold plays the ﬁgures in bars 12-13 on the snare, and bars 14-15 on the bass drum.
3. Great ﬁll in bars 16-17. The ﬁll into the piano solo at A (the triplet on beat four) could be have been played
by Harold as a 5 stoke roll. Here it sounds like a triplet.
4. Piano solo through A and B.
5. Note the strong bass drum downbeat at letter C.
6. Note the strong ﬁgure played in bar 53.
7. Note the great ﬁgures in letter D, and the strong downbeat at letter E.
8. Note the way Harold plays the ﬁgures in letter F.
9. Sax break in bar 80, one beat ﬁll in bar 81, and the solo starts at bar 82. Note the rim click on 2 and 4 under the solo.
10. Note the ﬁgures at I, J, K and N.
11. Listen to the bass drum accents in letter O. The 2 and 4 clicks remains solid!
12. The band ﬁgures in letter P are complicated and mushy. Harold plays to keep the band together, and keeps the
strong groove going. The band can totally rely on his placement of the beat to execute the complicated ﬁgures.
13. Note the ﬁgures in Q and R.
14. Note the drum solo in 240 and 241.
15. The ten ﬁgures over the bar in letter S are classic Basie (and a favorite of best friend Dave Drubin!). I ﬁnd it
best to just listen to this over and over, keeping the 4/4 time internally, until you can feel the ﬁgures and the
placement in the fast swing feel.
16. Note the great drum solo on the ﬁrst ending, and then back to the ﬁgures at S.
17. Note the great ﬁlls to the end, and then the drum solo under the cued band ﬁgures.
18. The supplemental 75a is included as an outline of some of the ﬁgures Harold played on the extended, free
style drum solo. One suggestion is to listen to Harold’s solo, pick what you ﬁnd exciting, and then make your
own interpretation of a free style solo under the cued ﬁgures. This track features Harold at his ﬁnest! But in
actuality, EVERY track features Harold at his ﬁnest!
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76. Master Notes — Yellow Days
(Live In Paris)
Style:
Easy swing ballad

Performance Notes:
1. The beginning is an odd ﬁgure that could be written a number of ways, but this is a representative
composite. The key point is the bass starting on beat 2 of the second measure, and playing 2,3,4, and the
downbeat of the quarter note triplets in bar 3. Harold plays the loud snare pickup in bar 2 on the and of 1.
2. The sax melody enters at letter A. Note the heavy hi-hat on 2 and 4.
3. Note the bass starts at letter A in “2” for four bars; then into “4” for the next four bars; back in “2” for the
ﬁrst four bars at letter B; then back in “4” for the next four bars.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

The ﬁgures in bars 17-19 are there as a guide.
Note the nice Harold ﬁll into letter C,
The bass goes back to “2” at letter D for the beginning of last section of the song, and then back to “4” in bar 30.
Great underlying Harold triplet ﬁlls in bars 34 and 35, leading to the strong ﬁgure at letter E, in bar 36.
Note that the dynamic goes right back down by the 4th beat in bar 36.
Great build and ﬁgure orchestration by Harold in bar 42.
Back to down at letter F for the last part of sax solo melody.
Great build, bar 50 into 51.
Note the break in bar 51.
Note the sensitive ending by Harold, bars 52 to the end.
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Above, left to right:, Danny Gottlieb, Beth Gottlieb, and Harold Jones.
Opposite: Danny Gottlieb, Harold Jones

Above, left to right: Danny Gottlieb, Harold Jones, and Brad Saunders.
Opposite: Harold Jones with Armand Zildjian.

Above, left to right:, Natalie Cole and Harold Jones.
Opposite top, left to right: Max Roach and Harold Jones
Opposite bottom, left to right: Danny Gottlieb, Remo Belli, Harold Jones, Louie Bellson, and Joe Morello,
at the Drum Channel, 2008.

Above, left to right:, Shelly Manne, Daniel Humair, Harold Jones, Andy Simpkins, and Mel Lewis.
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Above, left to right:, Harold Jones, Ron Farino, and Prince Charles.
Opposite: Tony Bennett, Lady Gaga, and Harold Jones

Harold Jones
The Singer’s Drummer
The Singer’s Drummer chronicles the music and times of Harold
Jones, a world class musician whose career spans the last ﬁve
decades of jazz and big band swing music. This book highlights
Jones’ career as he evolved into the drummer of choice for some
of our most popular vocal legends. But it is about much more
than that. It also gives us an entertaining insight into life on the
road and is ﬁlled with Harold’s insightful, sometimes humorous,
anecdotes and musings about the famous sidemen, legendary jazz
musicians and vocal headliners he has known; featuring more than
100 photos of his renowned friends. Read why Harold became
acknowledged as “Count Basie’s favorite drummer” and why Tony
Bennett says, “This book is a knockout! I am happy that someone is
ﬁnally putting together a history of what really happens on the road.”

On Novemeber 19, 1962, Harold Jones participated in a historic
performance with the Paul Winter Sextet — the ﬁrst (ever!)
performance of jazz music at the White House, by the invitation of
Jaqueline Kennedy to share music with young children. The back
cover photo was taken at this concert.

Danny Gottlieb
The Evolution of Jazz Drumming
The most complete and comprehensive historical analysis of the
drummers who created and deﬁned modern jazz drumming in
print. Featuring Baby Dodds, Sid Catlett, Dave Tough, Max Roach,
Buddy Rich, Roy Haynes, Harold Jones, Tony Williams, Mel Lewis,
and many others. The Evolution of Jazz Drumming is a guide and
workbook designed by author Danny Gottlieb to be studied based
on a typical 16-week college semester. A legendary and inﬂuential
jazz drummer is studied during each of these weeks.The book
includes a DVD of classic video clips of many of the drummers,
as well as an MP3 disc with over 300 tracks.This package is the
perfect addition to any college jazz curriculum, as well as required
study for any serious student of jazz drumming, says Hudson Music
Senior Drum Editor Joe Bergamini. From the videos on the DVD, to
the transcriptions, biographies, and rare photos, this package is a
treasure for anyone with any interest in jazz drumming.

Front cover: Photo by Danny Gottlieb
Back cover: Harold Jones performing the ﬁrst jazz concert at the White House. The Ludwig drum set has
been donated to the National Museum of African American History and Culture in Washington D.C.
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